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Air sports equipment since 1974
Competent consulting by manufacturer
The Finsterwalder GmbH is headquartered in Munich
and was founded in 1974. In 1990, the company acquired the well-known brand Charly Produkte.
IOur Munich headquarter focuses on the wholesale
and retail sale of hang gliding and paragliding equipment such as helmets, sportswear, etc. Also buckles
for paragliding harnesses and hardware components
for rescue systems, paragliders as well as hang gliders are developed and manufactured in the city at the
heart of Bavaria and are marketed from there to
wholesale traders all around the world.
Visit our store in Munich, Pagodenburgstr.8, (daily opening hours: 8 a.m. – 4 p.m.), call us (+49 89 811 6528 or 811 8592) or send us
an email to: office@finsterwalder-charly.de
Special articles from our repair shop storage have to be pre-ordered one or two days beforehand.
The rescue systems, aviation helmets, carabiners and aviation accessories developed and manufactured by us, are marketed
worldwide via selected flight schools and also directly.

Kortel-Design paragliding harnesses and Skywatch anemometers we distribute as wholesalers.
Your right to return goods
Should the delivered goods not meet your expectations, you may return them within 14 days of receipt. Please see our terms and
conditions at the end of the catalog for further details.
Discount
We offer a 2% discount on cash or advance payments of orders above € 50.-. The delivery is free of shipping costs within germany
for online orders above € 50.-.

Das Team of Finsterwalder & Charly:

Mike Golder
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Christian Wohlleb

Sandra Göhl

Christina Finsterwalder

Customer service PG & HG

Export & order acceptance

Order acceptance

Purchase & Webshop

mike@finsterwalder-charly.de

christian@finsterwalder-charly.de

sandra@finsterwalder-charly.de

christina@finsterwalder-charly.de

Gabi Zeitler

Sunny Dokoza

Tom Grabner

Thomas Finsterwalder

Accountancy

Order acceptance

Product development

Management

gabi@finsterwalder-charly.de

sunny@finsterwalder-charly.de

tom@finsterwalder-charly.de

thomas@finsterwalder-charly.de
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RESCUE SYSTEMS
Since 1986, when it became compulsory to carry a rescue
parachute in aviation, CHARLY has been one of the leading
suppliers thanks to it innovations.
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RESCUE SYSTEMS

CHARLY rescue systems:
where you count on !

Specialized on rescue systems since 1986
Since flying with a rescue system became obligatory in aviation sports in 1986, Charly is
one of the leading supplier of rescue systems for hanggliders and paragliders due to its
innovation. Center lines construction, double cap technology, rocket output, steerable
rescue systems; Charly has always been belonging to the pioneers. With Tom Grabner`s
DIAMONDcross, the first steerable cruciform canopy, Charly presented another major
milestone in the construction of rescue systems.

CHARLY DIAMONDcross - the reserve parachute for every situation
When choosing your emergency reserve parachute, there are many parameters which you
should pay attention to in advance. One thing,
however, is never predictable: When, where
and if you ever need to use your parachute.
The range of application of a rescue parachute
is from high altitude to just above ground,
from calms to thermal conditions and strong
winds, from water, green fields to extremely
rough, rugged and rocky terrain as possible
landing points. You can choose the general
conditions at which you start your flight. In an
emergency, if the use of your parachute is necessary, you can only take note of the current
general conditions.
With the DIAMONDcross concept, a reserve
parachute is now on the market, which offers
you the best way to finish your flight as safely
as possible for a variety of situations. 100%
confidence in your reserve parachute is the
most important parameter you can contribute
as a pilot to respond properly in an emergency
- this means that you are ready to use your
parachute with joy, without fear and hesitation. We made sure that you can give the DIAMONDcross this 100% confidence!
Tom Grabner, designer and testpilot

Tom Grabner, a member of the Charly development team since 2016, is an experienced paraglider acro pilot. As such he is
constantly testing the rescue devices under practical conditions.With the G-Force Trainer,which he developed himself, the
rescue system deployment for emergencies has been trained during paraglider pilot training for years. Like no other, Tom
Grabner combines theoretical and practical experience for the development of rescue systems.
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Tom Grabner and Veronika Finsterwalder test the DC 220

Landing with the DC 125
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Steerable vs. non-steerable rescue systems
Possible landing
area at wind drift

When you as a pilot inform yourself about steerable and non-steerable reserve parachutes, you will encounter a variety
of different opinions and views which are polarizing and opposing.

What does this mean in practice?
You cannot choose the point in the airspace where you may need to use your emergency reserve. With the necessary decision to
deploy, your landing point is purely left to chance with a non-steerable parachute. Nothing can be influenced anymore. You are at
the mercy of rocks, power lines, rivers, roads and a host of other potentially dangerous areas. Your flight will then end at a point left
to chance.
With a steerable parachute, the reachable sector is always an area - one where you can choose a better landing point than chance
would have chosen for you. Even if the current wind speed is equal to or greater than the trim speed of the reserve, the advantage
remains. The approachable area has just moved because you can escape an obstacle even with tailwind.

Why are steerable reserve parachutes often recommended only for professionals?
Rogallos as a synonym for steerable parachutes sometimes have challenging characteristics like the risk of downplane (extreme
shear with high sink rate), danger of twists etc., which requires appropriate pilot skills. These disadvantages were technically addressed with the DIAMONDcross concept.

Possible landing
area at wind drift

Landing area
without wind drift

The DIAMONDcross solutions
The canopy trim with
similarsteuerbar
to hang gliders, provides a high righting moment. The risk of downplane and
Steuerbar
vs.S-fold,
nicht
stable shear positions are thus prevented.
The soft riser and line material allows the parachute to be reliably steered in the desired direction even before
possible twists have been removed. Even with multiple twists!
The non-steerable version (BASIC) can later be upgraded to the steerable version (ST) by the manufacturer.

Disconnecting vs. not disconnecting the main glider
For the certification, sink rates and pendulum decay are only measured with the main glider disconnected. The interaction with the attached main glider cannot be taken into account, probably also due to the large number of possible
reactions and independent of the applied standard.

What does this mean in practice?
If you choose to use your reserve in an emergency, it is mostly because the main glider
is out of your control for some reason. Regardless of which parachute you have: You
can solve this loss of control the fastest and best by separating yourself from the main
glider. You do not need it any longer and it may cause more problems of any kind as
many videos prove. Even methods which are propagated in some pilot trainings, such
as pulling a B-stall, are sometimes no longer applicable in an emergency, e.g. due to
multiple twists in the main glider.

Why is the disconnection of the main glider often recommended only for professionals?
We do not know it! Many documented emergency reserve deployments speak rather
for disconnection than against, especially for less experienced pilots.Also, a disconnected main glider will take less damage in case of a landing e.g. in a tree than with
full pilot weight.The recovery of the main glider will also be easier, as the main glider
usually collapses to a small bundle very fast after disconnection.

The DIAMONDcross solutions
In any case, the canopy
ensures
that the main glider can be easily pulled in with little effort, or even at least
Steuerbar
vs. trim
nicht
steuerbar
unilaterally be released with conventional carabiners, also if it is not disconnected.
The fast descent of the main glider immediately after the opening of the parachute provides for instant low sink
rates of the reserve.
Due to the very strong pendulum decay, which results from the canopy trim as well, the DIAMONDcross is also the
best choice for openings very close above ground in absolute emergencies.
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RESCUE SYSTEMS FOR PARAGLIDERS

Parachutes with headway vs. vertical sinking
The human body is not equally resilient in all axes. The most sensitive is the axis in the direction of the spine; the direction in which heavy injuries can occur quite easy during paragliding. Energy is degraded the fastest in the case of a
purely vertical impact on a flat surface, precisely in the most sensitive axis.
When a parachute drifts, the resulting uplift reduces the sink rate. In addition, there is a lateral component of movement in which the human body has more resistance to an impact.

What does this mean in practice?
Even if there is a side impact on an obstacle, the energy is degraded slower and in a more resilient axis than in the case of a vertical
impact on a horizontal surface. Even tailwind landings are not the “worst case scenario”.
Our flight direction often takes us exactly along the roughest and most dangerous areas in the terrain, e.g. along a ridge. Watch this
on your next flights! You will also realize that in most cases, a much more suitable area for a controlled reserve parachute landing
could be reached than the one that just happens to be underneath you. Therefore, we do not see “just coming down” as a desirable
goal in the design of emergency reserve parachutes.
Parachutes without any drift bear the risk that the uncontrollable main glider moves very close to the chute due to the vertical air
flow and can wrap around it.

The DIAMONDcross solutions
Also the BASIC / HG
versions
featuresteuerbar
the ST trim, as the advantages of this configuration clearly prevail.
Steuerbar
vs.
nicht

The DIAMONDcross flies diagonally. This orientation increases the computational aspect ratio of the square from
1 to 2, which has a significant effect on the gliding and sink rate of the parachute.
Due to the diagonal orientation of the canopy and the trim with longer lines at the trailing edge, the DIAMONDcross generates a high aerodynamic righting moment. Therefore, there is no tendency for a stable downplane as
it is the case for Rogallos with similar forward speed.
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Opening security and entangling of
the parachute with the main glider
The most dangerous situations for entanglements of the emergency
reserve with the main glider during the opening phase are SAT-like
rotations after a tangle. Preventing these absolutely dangerous situations was one of the highest priorities in development and is particularly relevant for pilots flying with only one emergency reserve
parachute.
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DC100

DC125

DC160

DC220

25,2 m²

30,7 m²

41,0 m²

59,2 m²

Max./Min. load:

100 / 50 kg

125 / 60 kg

160 / 80 kg

220 / 100 kg

Volumetric value:

3900 ccm

4700 ccm

5300 ccm

7300 ccm

Sink speed:

4.6 m/s @ 100 kg
3.6 m/s @ 70 kg

4.5 m/s @ 125 kg
3.5 m/s @ 85 kg

4.8 m/s @ 160 kg
3.5 m/s @ 110 kg

4.6 m/s @ 220 kg
3.6 m/s @ 160 kg

Certification:

EN / LTF

EN / LTF

EN / LTF

EN / LTF

Weight:

ST

1,17 kg

1,39 kg

1,78 kg

Basic

1,14 kg

1,35 kg

1,75 kg

2,46 kg

1,85 kg

2,57 kg

Flat surface:

ST Tandem
Art. N°:

ST

HFa195/100

HFa195/125

HFa195/160

Basic

HFa195/100B

HFa195/125B

HFa195/160B

HFa195/220B

HFa195/160T

HFa195/220T

ST Tandem
Price:
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CARABINER

HANGGLIDER

TECHNICAL DATA + PRICES

Videos: deployment tests in SAT rotation
Contrary to the urgent recommendation of the DHV in such situations to throw the rescue parachute strongly in the direction
of the legs in order to prevent feeding the rescue canopy, in the
tests the rescue parachute was only dropped after deployment
from the harness in order to simulate the "worst case".

ACCESSORIES

ST

1.017,00 €

1.095,00 €

1.270,00 €

995,00 €

1.073,00 €

1.248,00 €

1.657,00 €

1.298,00 €

1.679,00 €

The DIAMONDcross solutions

Basic

Long line concept: The lines of the DIAMONDcross were made longer, so that the opening of the parachute hap-

ST Tandem

pens approximately in the radius of the main glider and not in the area of its lines. In the rotational movement,
the longer lines have almost no influence on the opening time, because the package separates immediately from
the pilot at high speed.
Inner container design: The inner container has a separate closure for the canopy, so that it is only released
after the lines have been fully stretched. This results in a controlled deployment with a significantly reduced risk
of an entanglement with the main glider. While the lines stretch, the still closed reserve package rotates in the
same direction as the main glider. Only after the lines have been fully stretched and with a corresponding safety
distance to the main glider, the canopy is released from the container. Fabric-coated rubbers, the gap-free design
and the separate canopy closure also ensure that accidental deployment, such as premature opening of the container inside the harness, is excluded.
Packing method: Thanks to a special but simple way of packing, the DIAMONDcross already opens at the base
without delay, even before the apex has left the inner container. The higher the speed of rotation, the faster the
opening in the DIAMONDcross packing method. This is achieved by the separate folding of both pre-sorted sides
(instead of the usual long S-fold) and a tube inner container, in which the parachute is packed with small standing
S-folds.
Line geometry: The different line lengths (resulting from the steerable design) fan out the layers. This creates
several gaps for an instantaneous opening of the chute base after leaving the inner container.

ST = steerable, Basic = non steerable

ĞŐǍÚŲÛĞŧňęññ t ňñaŧðažfiő
The non-steerable version of the DIAMONDcorss ST is about 90 gram easier and cheaper than the steerable version. All other
features and technical data are identical with the DIAMONDcross ST. With a set of new risers you can subsequently modify the
DIAMONDcross basic into a steerable system by the manufacturer or another authorized repair shop.
The modification costs 140,- and includes re-packing.

ACCESSORIES & SPARE PARTS

Inner containers flat version

Version for front attachment

Riser cover

Optimized on the G-Force Trainer for best deployment from integrated harness compartments.

For best deployment from external front
containers

Versions for tandem, front containers or
paramotor

Connecting links

QUICK-OUT separation carabiners

PARALOCK separation carabiners

Leichtes Verbindungsglied in den
Lightweight connecting links made from
stainless steel or Dyneema

In use for many years, proven thousands of
times. Four safety levels and lightning-fast
separation function.

Lightweight paraglider carabiner with practical handling and long replacement interval,
suitable for both wide and narrow webbing.
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FRONTCONTAINER / RISERSCHUTZ

Charly SECOND CHANCE

Charly FRONTCONTAINER COCKPIT

The worldwide top-selling PG rescue system has proven
itself time and time again in emergency situations.

Front container for rescue system with detachable instrument compartment.

Lightweight and with small packing dimensions at a
great value for money.

SC 86

SC 94

SC 118

Flat surface:

28 m²

32 m²

36 m²

Recommended Max load

86 kg

94 kg

118 kg

The Charly FRONTCONTAINER COCKPIT for rescue system with detachable instrument compartment for flight instruments and other stuff like mobile
phone, purse, adjustable fixing with line connector and snap-fits. The instruments are well protected during the flight and transportation. The instrument
compartment can be brought easily in a slightly inclined position, so that an
optimal perspective on the instruments is guaranteed. The upper part of the
Charly FRONTCONTAINER COCKPIT with the valuables can be separated after
the flight with a zipper and can be stowed separately while the lower part can
stay with the rescue system and the harness.

Volumetric value:

4,22 l

5,62 l

7,28 l

Fitting for all types of harnesses.

Packing size:

22 x 24 x 8 cm

24 x 26 x 9 cm

26 x 28 x 10 cm

Sink speed:

5,9 - 6,4 m/s

4,7 - 5,2 m/s

4,9 - 5,4 m/s

Weight:

1,56 kg

1,62 kg

1,92 kg

Price:

509,00 €

539,00 €

579,00 €

Sizes:

€

94,50

M passend für SC 86, SC 94, DC 100
L passend für SC 118, DC 100, DC 125
XL passend für DUO 160, DC 160

HFa189 Charly FRONTCONTAINER COCKPIT

Charly RISER EXTENSIONS
Extends the DIAMONDcross ST risers for mounting on the harness main suspension for front container installation.

Lightweight V-Lines

Length: 20 cm
Weight: 20 g
Breaking load: 3.300 DaN

Charly HIKE & FLY V-Line
(Tom Grabner Design)

€

Lightweight V-Line.

44,80

If you want to reduce the weight of your paragliding equipment, you should
definitely choose Charly HIKE & FLY V-LINE! They are integrated in the DIAMONDcross paragliding rescue systems and thus tested EN and LTF to 2400
DaN. They are suitable for mono and tandem. We recommend our softlink to
be fixed on the harness..

39,50

RISER COVER for tandem and paramotor

€

Art.#

Article

HFa1882

Charly HIKE & FLY V-Line 140

140 cm

46 g

39,50

HFa1884

Charly HIKE & FLY V-Line 160

160 cm

51 g

44,50

Charly RISER-EXTENSIONS (pair)

Charly RISER COVER

Material: High power dyneema
Lengths: 140 cm, 160 cm

ab €

HFa165

€

32,80

Using Velcro straps, the Charly RISER COVER can be guided from the attachment point of the rescue to the protected area inside the harness. The risers are
neatly stowed away and protected against UV radiation and mechanical stress.
The tandem version is particularly suitable for the DIAMONDcross 160 ST tandem and for light tandem V-lines.
Since the Charly RISER COVER is not a load-bearing or certified component, it
can be individually shortened and thus adapted to different harnesses and tandem spreaders. The cutting edge as well as the zipper ends can then be
hemmed or taped with self-adhesive sail cloth. It is only necessary to ensure
that the straps can open the zipper unhindered in the case of a rescue deployment.

HFa195RST Charly RISERSCHUTZ for tandem rescues (pair)
HFa195RSM Charly RISERSCHUTZ for paramotor (pair)
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Charly FRONT INNER CONTAINER

(Tom Grabner Design)

(Tom Grabner Design)

Flat inner container for paragliding harnesses

Front inner container for paragliding harnesses

The highly recommended rescue parachute deployments on the G-Force
Trainer show again and again that pilots find it very difficult to get their rescue
parachute out of the harness in emergency situations. This is due to the fact
that rescue parachutes have so far mostly been offered in universal inner containers which fit both harness containers and front containers. However, this
compromise is not optimal. Tom Grabner has therefore developed two different versions and optimised them on the G-Force Trainer, which are specially
adapted to harnesses or front containers.

The highly recommended rescue parachute deployments on the G-Force
Trainer show again and again that pilots find it very difficult to get their rescue
parachute out of the harness in emergency situations. This is due to the fact
that rescue parachutes have so far mostly been offered in universal inner containers which fit both harness containers and front containers. However, this
compromise is not optimal. Tom Grabner has therefore developed two different versions and optimised them on the G-Force Trainer, which are specially
adapted to harnesses or front containers.

The Charly FLAT INNER CONTAINER (TOM GRABNER DESIGN) for paragliding
harnesses has a flat, conical shape and rounded corners. Tests have shown that
this design can be pulled out of the rescue compartment of the harness much
faster and with less effort than cube-shaped and volume compressed inner
containers.

The Charly FRONT INNER CONTAINER (TOM GRABNER DESIGN) for paragliding
harnesses has the conventional, round shape, which is ideal for front outer containers on harnesses.

Sizes:

16

HELMETS

Charly FLAT INNER CONTAINER

The Charly FRONT INNER CONTAINER (TOM GRABNER DESIGN) is suitable for
Charly DIAMONDcross rescue parachutes as well as for conventional Charly rescue systems. From our point of view, there is no objection to use it for other rescue systems as well. Please contact us regarding the repacking of your rescue
system into our containers.
It has a separate area for the canopy lines. This is advantageous for safe storage
inside the harness and controlled deployment in emergency situations. Only
after the lines have been stretched, the canopy is released and opens quickly
and in a controlled manner. This minimizes the risk of the paraglider and rescue
parachute becoming entangled. The closures consist of rubber strands with
fabric sheathing. They are much more durable than conventional packing rubbers.

It has a separate area for the canopy lines. This is advantageous for safe storage
inside the harness and controlled deployment in emergency situations. Only
after the lines have been stretched, the canopy is released and opens quickly
and in a controlled manner. This minimizes the risk of the paraglider and rescue
parachute becoming entangled. The closures consist of rubber strands with
fabric sheathing. They are much more durable than conventional packing rubbers.

32,00

CARABINER

INNER CONTAINER

The Charly FLAT INNER CONTAINER (TOM GRABNER DESIGN) is suitable for
Charly DIAMONDcross rescue parachutes as well as for conventional Charly rescue systems. From our point of view, there is no objection to use it for other rescue systems as well. Please contact us regarding the repacking of your rescue
system into our containers.

€

ACCESSORIES

Sizes:

S (41,5 g) suitable for DC 100, Expert 100
M (43,0 g) suitable for DC 125, SC 86, SC 94, Expert 120, REV I
L (46,5 g) suitable for DC 160, SC 118, REV II
XL (50,0 g) suitable for DC 220

HFa1950

Charly FLAT INNER CONTAINER

HFa1950

CLOVERLEAF INNER CONTAINER for DC100/125/160

€

32,00

S (41,5 g) suitable for DC 100, Expert 100
M (43,0 g) suitable for DC 125, SC 86, SC 94, Expert 120, REV I
L (46,5 g) suitable for DC 160, SC 118, REV II

HFa1951 Charly FRONT INNER CONTAINER
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RESCUE SYSTEMS FOR HANG GLIDERS
delta light
The sensationally light and small DIAMONDcross rescue systems by
Tom Grabner are also available for hanggliders.
The most important features of the DIAMONDcross delta light at a glance:
• Reduction of weight and packing dimension due to high strength
lighter material and dyneema lines

•

Extremely low sink rates by lateral drifting of the cruciform canopy
in diagonal direction and its pendulum-free condition

•

Rapid deployment by fanned out canopy

•

New type of inner container which makes deployment easier and
minimizes the risk of tangling (cravats)

DC125HG

DC160HG

DC220HG

Charly HG

30,7 m²

41,0 m²

59,2 m²

59,2 m²

Max./min. load

125 / 60 kg

160 / 80 kg

220 / 100 kg

220 / 100 kg

Volumetric value:

4700 ccm

5300 ccm

7300 ccm

7300 ccm

4.5 m/s @ 125 kg
3.5 m/s @ 85 kg

4.8 m/s @ 160 kg
3.5 m/s @ 110 kg

4.6 m/s @ 220 kg
3.6 m/s @ 160 kg

4.6 m/s @ 220 kg
3.6 m/s @ 160 kg

Certification:

EN / LTF

EN / LTF

EN / LTF

EN / LTF

Weight:

inkl. Rotor

1,60 kg

1,97kg

2,71 kg

2,26 kg

ohne Rotor

1,43 kg

1,83 kg

2,57 kg

2,12 kg

HFa195/125HG

HFa195/160HG

HFa195/220HG

HFa110
680,00 €

Flat surface:

Sink speed:

Art. N°:

ST

Price:

incl. Rotor

1.207,00 €

1.394,00 €

1.768,00 €

without Rotor

1.118,00 €

1.305,00 €

1.679,00 €

ROTOR

Swivel for hang gliding and ultralight
rescue systems
In emergency situations, hang gliders and ultralights (UL) can develop a spinning motion thus wrapping up the rescue system. The Finsterwalder ROTOR
prevents this. We recommend that you let your rescue system manufacturer
sew in the Finsterwalder ROTOR at the end of the canopy lines in the main bridle strap. This can best be carried out during the next packing inspection.
Equipped with webbing loops, the Rotor can also be integrated into the main
parachute strap by the pilot himself.

SERVICE CENTER FOR CHARLY UL RESCUE SYSTEMS
As a service company we reommend:
Fallschirm Nathrath
Postal address:
Stuttgarter Str. 107 • D-75365 Calw
Workshop address: Leibnitzstr. 15 • D-75365 Calw
Tel: +49(0)7051-40886 • Mobil: +49(0)160-8444086
E-Mail: nathrath@t-online.de

18

ab €

72,00

Overview of the Finsterwalder ROTOR's most important features
• 3 sets of bearings • Tested for a breaking load of 5,000 kg by a weight of only 120 g
• DHV-certified for all hang glider- and UL rescue systems if built in by the manufacturer
Art.N°.

Article

HFa160

Finsterwalder ROTOR

HFa1884

ROTOR Line loop 30 cm, Dyneema

€
46 g

72,00
60,00
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Kortel KLIFF II
Lightweight harness

Partner since 2010
KORTEL Design is a manufacture founded in
1999 in St Gervais by Denis Cortella. Denis was
French paragliding champion in 1998, 2004 and
2005 and vice champion in 1995 and 2000. In
2006, Max Jeanpierre, vice world champion
(PWCA 2005), joined as a partner. In 2010
CHARLY Produkte took over the German and
Austrian general distribution for these innovative harnesses. KORTEL Design offers with its
portfolio a perfect complement to the products
of CHARLY.

The Kliff II lightweight harness features 3D molded geometry for unparalleled comfort at low weight. It is the first and so far only harness that
attaches directly to the risers of the paraglider without carabiners. It is
also equipped with the exclusive "Konnect" loop system.

� 3D-moulded Geometrie

� Light and robust Dyneema material

� Removable leg straps

� Integrated connector system

� EN 1651 certification

Weight: 185 g (S), 190 g (M), 195 g (L), 200 g (XL)
Sizes:
S (up to 1,70 m), M (between 1,70 m and 1,80 m),
L (up to 1,80 m and 1,95 m), XL (from 1,95 m)

€

370,00

Kortel KLIFF II

#

HG428

Kortel KRUYER III
Lightweight harness
KRUYER III is an ultra-light mountaineering harness by Kortel Design.
Compared to KRUYER II, it has been completely redesigned and now
features a brand new 3D-geometry. This technology offers a unique
comfort for a lightweight harness. With the Kruyer III, a rescue system
can now be attached to the shoulder straps. Thanks to the exclusive
"Konnekt" system of the Kolibri PRO (X-Alps), the leg straps can be
opened to get in at a difficult launch site.
� Dyneema rope system

� Adjustable chest strap

� Leg straps can be opened

� Rescue system suspension on the
shoulder straps
� Incl. softlinks (12 g)

� Ready for use with a speed system

Weight: 350 g (S), 375 g (M), 395 g (L), 420 g (XL)
Sizes:
S (155-168 cm), M (168-180 cm) , L (189-192 cm), XL (192-205 cm)
Accessories: Reversible-Airbag SAK III, Cockpit, Speedsystem light

€

415,00

Kortel KRUYER III

#

HG8

Kortel KARVER II
Lightweight harness
KARVER was the first shoulder strap-free paragliding harness wordlwide. Kortel KARVER II retains the innovative concept of its predecessor
yet saves another 35% of weight. In particular the improved thigh support system makes the new version even more comfortable. The ideal
harness for mountaineering pilots and short XC flights.
� Special buckles for waist and leg
strap adjustment

� Buckles suitable for use in all conditions (snow, sand, etc.)

� Can be combined with Kortel SAK II � Ready for use with a speed system
(reversible backback with airbag) for
improved comfort and handling

Weight:
Sizes:

750 g (S) , 830 g (M), 910 g (L)
S (bis 1,60 m), M (bis 1,80 m), L (ab 1,80 m), XL (ab 1,90 m)

Accessories: Reversible-Airbag SAK II, Cockpit, Speedsystem light

€

20

395,00

Kortel KARVER II

#

HG91
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Kortel SAK II

Kortel KARMA III

Reversible airbag with backpack functionality

Allround harness

Kortel's SAK II is a detachable reversible airbag with backpack functionality and can be attached to Kortel's KRUYER II or KARVER II within
just 2 minutes.

The Kortel KARMA II has been produced for an optimal comfort from an
upright to a half-lying position. The new developed Krashbox is kept
permanently in shape by a foam module, which guarantees an immediate effect of the airbag. The Karma II has been certified LTF and EN.

Various equipment can be fastened to the sides of the backpack. The
volume is about 60 litres and offers enough space for well-folded standard equipment.
� Easy assembly

� Side mesh pockets

� Possibility of locking the upper
part of the airbag for tandem
passengers

� Upper flap pocket that becomes an
internal storage compartment independent of the airbag

Much time was invested in the choice of new materials when developing the seat, like harnesses made of dyneema, which guarantees a
lower weight without influencing the resistance. All adjustments are
accessible and adjustable during the flight. The roll damping is adjustable during the flight and independent from the adjustment of the
belly strap. In the back bag, there is an extra space for the drinking water system and/or radio.

Weight:
975 g
Compatible with: Kruyer II / Karver
Scope of delivery: SAK II with rain cover
Poles and pickaxes not
included in the scope
of delivery

HANGGLIDER

€

305,00

Kortel KARMA II has two outside pockets on the sides. Direct access
from the back-bag to the shoulder to install a beverage hose.
Harness

Kortel SAK II

#

HG4250

not included

Weight: 2,9 kg (XS), 3,0 kg (S), 3,1 kg (M), 3,4 kg (L), 3,5 kg (XL)
Sizes:
XS (up to 1,62 m), S ( as of 1,62 m), M (as of 1,70 m), L (as of
1,84 m), XL (as of 1,95 m)

Kortel SAK III
Reversible airbag with backpack functionality

€

Its volume has been increased compared to version 2 (SAK II), for use
with standard site sails. Just like version 2, its implementation on the
KRUYER III comes to provide better lumbar support with the associated
setting. This support also improves the harness support when cornering. The airbag function always provides additional passive safety
� Easy assembly

� Side mesh pockets

� Possibility of locking the upper
part of the airbag for tandem
passengers

� Upper flap pocket that becomes an
internal storage compartment independent of the airbag

385,00

Kortel SAK III

#

HG4254

Kortel TANDEM MODULE KRUYER / KARVER
Module for Tandem Pilots

� The rescue equipment container is
mounted on the back

� Shoulder straps ensure optimum
weight distribution

� The rescue handle can also be
mounted for left-handers

� The tandem module has a small
pocket for personal items

1,35 kg (incl. 10 cm Foam protector)
unisize

Harness
not included

€

22

365,00

Kortel TANDEMMODUL

#

HG91

#

HG320

School harness

Harness
not included

With its exclusive tuning system, Kortel KONCEPT is the first harness in
its category which adapts perfectly to all pilot morphologies. In addition to the usual comfort settings, it is possible to adjust the length of
the backrest, the height of the anchor points, and the size of the seat
board. The back airbag also adjusts to every size for optimal protection.
Kortel KONCEPT is the first fully adjustable harness from XS to XL! Each
and every setting can be independently modified to fit the harness to
your unique body shape.
Designed and developed to enhance the paragliding learning phase,
the harness is equipped accordingly:
� Fully certified airbag

The tandem module for the harnesses Kortel KRUYER II and KARVER II.
Quickly and easily mounted, it allows the light harnesses to be used as
pilot harnesses for tandem flying. The features of the basic harnesses such as high mobility and easy adjustment - are also fully possible with
the tandem module.

Weight:
Sizes:

Kortel KARMA III

Kortel KONCEPT

Weight:
985 g (S), 1000 g (L)
Compatible with: Kruyer III
Scope of delivery: SAK III mit Regenschutzhülle

€

789,00

� Back tilt adjustment
� Removable rescue front container
� Back and bottom airbag
� Holster with radio holder integrated
in the chest strap (option)

� Removable protective cover, inde
pendently washable
� Optionalble speedbar
� Chest belt with anti-forget system
� Small pocket on the top of the harness

Weight: 3,78 kg (XS), 3,8 kg (S), 3,86 kg (M), 3,90 kg (L), 3,94 kg (XL)
XS (bis 1,60 m), S (<1,7 m), M (<1,85 m), L (<1,90 m), XL (>1,90 m)
Sizes:
Scope of delivery: Gurtzeug inkl. Rettungsgurte, Frontcontainer und
Rettungsgriff, Automatikkarabiner 20 mm, XS-Sitzplatte + 2 zusätzliche
Sitzplatten (Größen nach Wahl)

€

930,00

Kortel KONCEPT

#

HG98
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KUIK II Basisgurt

Kortel K-FLEX

Multifunktionales Gurtzeug in Modulbauweise

The first uni-size harness

Das Kortel KUIK II ist ein multifunktionales Gurtzeug in Modulbauweise. Das Basismodul ist ein rund 1,7 kg (M) leichter Gurt mit
einzeln aufgehängten Beinstützen ohne Sitzbrett. Die Geometrie dieses
Basismoduls ist schlicht sensationell. Man fühlt sich sofort wohl in dem
Teil und in der Luft erweist sich das Kuik II als Handlings-Wunder in
Sitz- und Liegeposition. Damit ist das Kortel KUIK II die ideale Basis für
das perfekte Gleitschirmgurtzeug.

Kortel K-FLEX is the the first uni-size harness, fully adjustable for passengers and pilots with a body dimension of 1.50 – 2.00 m. Kortel KFLEX is characterized by maximum flexibility. It is fully adjustable and
thus fits easily to all tandem passengers. But also for pilots who are
currently paragliding students or for the first flights, the Kortel K-FLEX
can convince! The seat board depth and breadth, back length and back
angle are adjustable. The Kortel K-FLEX has a pre-filled airbag with lateral air-inlet. It is equipped with a big storage bag, side handles for
start help and a removable, washable cover, protecting the airbag.

Je nach Bedürfnis wird es mit unterschiedlichen Zusatzmodulen ausgerüstet. Einfach und schnell montiert ist das Kortel KUIK II ein Wendegurtzeug mit Airbag und komfortablem Rucksack, ein Allroundsitz mit
vorgefülltem Airbag oder Vollprotektor, ein Liegegurtzeug mit optimalem Schutz und aerodynamischer Vollverkleidung oder ein Bi-PlaceSitz (Pilot oder Passagier). Die Retteraufhängung wurde für jedes
Modul speziell entwickelt, basierend auf einem perfekt positionierten
Container unter dem Sitz oder in Brustposition. In jeder Modulform ist
das Kortel KUIK II ein echter Hingucker.

Weight: 3,1 kg
Size:
uni-size, fitting for body measurements 1.50 - 2.00 m
Scope of delivery: K-FLEX inkl. 2 Stahlkarabiner

€

690,00

Kortel K-FLEX

#

HG95

Gewicht:
1,5 kg (S), 1,65 kg (M), 1,8 kg (L)
Größen:
S ( 1,54 - 1,68 m), M (1,97 - 1,83 m), L (1,82 - 1,95 m)
Lieferumfang: Beinstrecker, Zwei-Stufen-Beschleuniger, Karabiner

€
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CHRASHBOX Modul 2 für KUIK II
Multifunktionales Gurtzeug in Modulbauweise
Airbag mit Crashbox und integriertem Notschirmcontainer.
Die CRASHBOX ist Modulnummer 2 für KUIK II, das multifunktionales
Gurtzeug in Modulbauweise. Dieses Modul lehnt sich an den Aufbau
des Kortel KARMA II an. Es verwendet das hierin erfolgreich eingesetzte
System Crashbox. Ein permanenter Airbag gewährleistet mittels einer
Schaumstoffstruktur einen effizienten Schutz vor dem Start und in
jeder Flug- oder Landesituation.

Kortel KID
Harness for smaller passengers

� Der Airbag schützt den gesamten Rückenbereich, auch die obere Rückenpartie
� Der Rettungscontainer ist unter dem Sitzbrett angebracht
� Seitlicher Schutz ist gewährleistet
� Ein Beinstrecker-Trenn-System wird aktiviert, wenn die Rettung ausgelöst
wird

Kortel KID is the first harness for smaller passengers and children with
a body measurement of 0.80 to 1.45 m.
Kortel KID is characterised by highest flexibility, like the Kortel K-FLEX.
It is fully adjustable and thus fits all tandem passengers without any
problems. Also for pilots who are still students or for the first flights,
the KID has many advantages. The depth and width of the seat are adjustable, back length as well as back inclination. It has a foam protector. It is equipped with a big storage compartment, side handles for an
easier start. and a removable, washable cover which protects the
airbag.
� adjustable back
� anti-forget safety chest strap

� seat plate adjustable in width and
length

� pocket

Gewicht: 1,75 kg (S/M), 1,85 kg (M/L)

€

24

329,00

Kortel CHRASBOX

Weight: 1,9 kg
Size:
Uni-size, fitting for body measurements from 0.80 - 1.45 m
Scope of delivery: Kortel KID incl. 2 steel carabiners
#

HG931

€

510,00

Kortel KID

#

HG96
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Kortel KOLIBRI EVO
Lightweight harness
The Kolibri EVO is our light competition harness for Hike & Fly, or
bivouac flights.
The Kolibri EVO includes all the features that have made the Kolibri so
successful since 2014, and incorporates improvements and innovations
that still make it the reference in the world of light cocoon harnesses.
In the niche of bivouac and expedition flights, the Kolibri remains unbeatable thanks to its unrivalled comfort and high storage capacity.
It's independent leg structure makes it more progressive in roll than a
hammock style harness, which results in results in smoother feedback
in difficult conditions. The comfort is unprecedented for a harness of
this weight and can therefore be used for flights of several hours. The
frontal attachment of the rescue system, which is integrated on the leg
bag, allows easy deployment even in extreme positions. The handle is
designed so that it can be reached easily and instinctively. In addition,
the Kolibri has great stowage possibilities due to a large pocket in front
of the protector. Likewise, the protector can be easily removed and replaced with a sleeping bag.
� Hybrid foam back protector, airbag
combination

� Front rescue container integrated in
leg bag

� Spacious storage pockets

� Innovative adjustable Dynema cord
system

� Holder for hiking poles in the back
compartment
� Supplied with soft-link connections
(breaking load: 2300 kg)
� Double air inlet, foldable so that
there is no kink when packing

� Adjustment of the cord system by
splicing
� Improved entry
� Hybrid back protector foam / airbag

Weight: 1,9 kg (M), 2,0 kg (L), 2,1 kg (XL)
Sizes:
M (bis 1,70 m), L (ab ca. 1,70 m), XL (ab ca. 1,85 m)
Scope of delivery: KOLIBRI EVO incl. 2 soft-link connections

€

26

1.500,00

Kortel KOLIBRI EVO

#

HG94
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KORTEL GURTZEUGE
Kortel KANIBAL RACE II

Kortel DRAG CHUTE

Full-race harness

Anti-G brake parachute

The famous KANIBAL RACE is back in a new version! Seat in a full-race
harness, with its unique back support and special features specially developped for demanding competition and cross country pilots. The
double rescue container fullfils the new FAI competition regulation.
The new aerodynamic rear fearing has been developed for an optimized tolerance to airflow variation and a better yawl stability.

� 1,6 m² projected area
� 2 Power Positionen (100 % / 50 %)
� Hollow swivel
� Weight: 470 g

€

245,00

KOCKPIT DRAG CHUTE

HG97C

� Rigid internal structure for a better back support
� Anti-G pocket accessible from both side with centered attachment point
� Set up of the height of the attachment point
� Variable stabilization system
� 3 step speed bar, Winch pulies
� Foam back protector
� Removable Kockpit with external battery storage and a size adapted to tablet
� Variable stabilization system
� Auto-closing system of the Kocon with anti-fall system integrated

Weight: 7,2 kg (S), 7,5 kg (M), 7,8 kg (L), 8,1 kg (XL)
Sizes:
S (< 1,67 m), M (1,65 - 1,83 m), L (1,80 - 1,94 m), XL (>1,90 m)
Scope of delivery: KANIBAL RACE II incl. cockpit and karabiner

€

2.450,00

KANIBAL RACE II

#

HG97

Kortel KANIBAL RACE II ST
Full-Race-Gurtzeug
Derived from the standard KANIBAL RACE II, the ST version is distinguished only by its short tail. More discreet than its counterpart developed for high-level competition, the KANIBAL RACE II ST is designed for
cross-country pilots looking for the ultimate in technical performance.
� Rigid internal structure for a better back support
� Anti-G pocket accessible from both side with centered attachment point
� Set up of the height of the attachment point
� Variable stabilization system
� 3 step speed bar, Winch pulies
� Foam back protector
� Removable Kockpit with external battery storage and a size adapted to tablet
� Variable stabilization system
� Auto-closing system of the Kocon with anti-fall system integrated

Weight: 7,2 kg (S), 7,5 kg (M), 7,8 kg (L), 8,1 kg (XL)
Sizes:
S (< 1,67 m), M (1,65 - 1,83 m), L (1,80 - 1,94 m), XL (>1,90 m)
Scope of delivery: KANIBAL RACE II ST incl. cockpit and karabiner

€

28

2.450,00

KANIBAL RACE II ST

#

HG97ST
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Kortel COCKPIT SAFE

Kortel KOCKPIT EXTENSION

Pilot safety and instrument storage

Extension frontcontainer

The unique attachment system of the Kortel COCKPIT SAFE prevents the
pilot from falling out of the harness due to the connection between leg
strap and main carabiner. Time and again, deadly accidents happened
due to untied leg straps. Investigations showed that an obstruction of
the view on the plugs due to instruments mounted above was a frequent reason why pilots forgot to close the plugs. For optimal instrument screen readability, the Kortel COCKPIT SAFE‘s attachment angle
can be individually adjusted.

Extension of the instrument support surface of the Kortel KONTAINER
KOCKPIT with angle adjustment possibility for optimal readability.

Compared to its predecessor, the Kortel COCKPIT SAFE provides even
more storage space: The spacious upper compartment is roomy enough
to store even larger flight instruments. A magnetic cover flap provides
optimal protection during transport.
Weight: 500 g

€

HANGGLIDER

175,00

� Safety ring
� Safety snap hook
� Velcro connection
� Adjustable tilt angle
� Padded protective bag

Size:
22 cm x 12 cm
Weight: 850 g
Material: Cordura®, ripstop

€

65,00

KOCKPIT EXTENSION

#

HG4261

Material: Cordura®, ripstop

Kortel COCKPIT SAFE

#

HG426

Kortel KOCKPIT KANIBAL RACE II
Cockpit suitable for the harness Kanibal Race II
Can be converted into a small bag with carrying handle to carry flight
instruments and various items easily.

Kortel KONTAINER V4 LIGHT

� Large area for the flight instruments

Frontcontainer

� Sun visor for better readability of the instruments.

Front mount outer reserve container for Charly and Kortel rescue parachutes.

� Compartment for external batteries with passage for instrument power cables.

� Ergonomic release handle for left and right-handers

€

� Easy attachment of the rescue risers

129,00 KOCKPIT KANIBAL RACE

#

HG97KP

#

HFa1887

� Additional strap for secure fixation
� Velcro strips for fastening small instruments
� With removable riser cover

Kortel KONNECT V-Leine

� Incl. 1 pair of soft links

Weight: 149 g (S) + 25 g Riserschutz, 153 g (L) + 25 g Riserschutz
S suitable for DC 100, SC 86/95, Krisis UL80/UL95/UL115,
Sizes:
Krisis Karré 100, Krisis Rogallo II Light 100
M suitable for DC 125, SC 118, Krisis UL115, Krisis Karré 125, Krisis
Rogallo II 130, Krisis Rogallo II Light 130

€

120,00

Connecting line with integrated T-bone link
Easy connection harness- rescue parachute,
suitable for solo and double seat use.
� Dyneema structure
� Integrated "T-bone link" connection
� Easy to attach

Kortel KONTAINER V4

#

HFaV4

Length: 120 cm
Weight: 60 g per pair
Material: Dyneema
Breaking load: 1200 DaN

€

Kortel KONTAINER KOCKPIT

108,00 KONNECT V-Leine (pair)

Frontcontainer
The Kortel KONTAINER KOCKPIT for the installation of a rescue system
and for holding flight instruments. Its unique design integrates an antiforget system adaptable to all harnesses.
� Instrument cockpit adaptable to all types of harnesses

Kortel RISER PROTECTION
Riser protection for Tandem

� Container compartment (max. volume 5L), with compression straps

Protects the risers of the double-seater rescue device from external influences up to the connection point on the spreader.
(UV radiation, Velcro fasteners, dust, getting caught, ...)

� Compatible with DIAMONDcross, Krisis, Rogallo II and Karre rescue devices

� Automatic opening due to separable zip fastener

� With anti-forgetting connection, "Konnect" system

� Simple connection due to rubber band system
and holding the sleeve at the connection point
of the risers

� Velcro pad for instrument

� Removable accelerator rope guard

� Suitable for most Tandem harnesses and
spreader

Weight: 850 g

€

30

155,00

Material: Cordura®, ripstop

KONTAINER KOCKPIT

Weight: 125 g per pair
#

HG4262

€

69,00

RISERSCHUTZ (pair)

#

HFa195RSK
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Kortel SAK K27

Kortel SAK KOLIBRI 80L+

Rucksack für Hike & Fly

Lightweight backback for vol-bivouac and hike & fly

Der Sak K27 ist ideal für eintägige Wanderungen und Flüge, mit Miniflügeln oder ultraleichten Flügeln. Mit seinem " Weste" Tragemodus, ist
es besonders geeignet für eine schnelle Wanderung und sogar für das
Laufen mit seinem vorderen Riemen, die dann gibt es perfekte Stabilität
auf dem Rücken. Dank der internen Faltabdeckung passt sich der
Schirm an die Form der Tasche an und bietet Stauraum für die restliche
Flugausrüstung (Jacke, Handschuhe usw.). In den zahlreichen Taschen
haben Sie schnellen Zugriff auf Ihre Wasserflaschen, Ihr Smartphone,
eine Halskrause oder kleine Handschuhe.

The BACKPACK KOLIBRI weighs a mere 800 g and - just like the Kolibri
harness - has been especially developed for vol-bivouac and hike & fly
pilots. A unique compression system ensures the glider's optimal positioning and weight distribution. With its premium quality and innovativeness,
it ideally complements Kortel's range of lightweight flight equipment.

� Halterung für Trekkingstöcke

� Abnehmbare Helmhalterung

� Several easily accessible side pockets, lid compartment for valuables

� Gurte zur Lastübertragung

� Interner wasserdichter Schutz
gegen Schweiß

� Shoulder pockets for drinking bottles

� Netztaschen am Schultergurt

Gewicht: 440 g

€

� Unique compression system for the optimal positioning of the glider

� Carrying system with frame structure for optimal weight distribution and high
wear comfort
� Special zipper design for easy access to the contents

� Trekking pole attachment

Volumen: 27 L

...,..

Kortel SAK K27

Weight: 800 g
#

€

HG???

Volume: 80 L , + 20 L with optional lid compartment

275,00

Kortel SAK KOLIBRI 80

#

HG4251

Kortel SAK K40

Kortel SAK RACE II

Backpack for hike&fly

Backpack for KANIBAL RACE II

Kortel SAK K40 paragliding backpack with 40 l vlume is specially designed for hike&fly. Ideal for day tours, no matter which summit!

� Numerous side mesh pockets that are accessible when walking

The SAK RACE II is the new Kortel Design backpack specifically designed
for the KANIBAL RACE II.
Its volume has been customized to carry the KANIBAL RACE II, a competition wing, along with many essential accessories (instruments, helmet, ballast, jacket, etc.). Its elongated shape yields an excellent carrying capacity, and respects the folding instructions of the wing with its
rods.

� Upper zipped pocket

� Load carrying straps

� Hip belt

� Compression straps

� Compression straps

� Side pocket with zip

� Removable helmet holder

� Robust and durable materials

Weight: 650 g

Weight: 1,45 kg

� Mesh pockets on the straps, for drinks or small equipment
� Mesh back
� Waterproof inner protection against sweat
� Holder for telescopic poles or ice axe

€

265,00

Volume: 40 L

Kortel SAK K40

#

€

HG4245

Kortel SAK K60

285,00

Volume: 200 L

Kortel SAK RACE II

#

HG97S

Kortel TANDEM II

Backpack for hike&fly

XL quick pack sack

Lime

Designed with Red Bull X-Alps participants Antoine Girard and Nelson
de Freymann. Like the KOLIBRI harness, it has been specially developed for the Hike & Fly pilot. Its unique compression system ensures
optimal positioning and load distribution of the paraglider. Ideal for
those who like to hike or fly competitions, or for those who use their
light equipment on a daily basis for whom the 80 L version is too big.
� High wearing comfort

Grey-green
Orange
Blue

The Kortel QUICK PACK SACK TANDEM II features convenient and timesaving packing of the mushroomed glider using only one strap. It has a
volume of 200 l and is spacious enough for a biplace wing, passenger
and pilot harnesseses incl. rescue chute and two helmets.
� Ergonomically shaped shoulder and hip straps for high wearing comfort
� Height adjustable chest strap
� 2 carrying handles (one on each side)

� Paraglider compression system in the backpack that optimises storage space
� Stiff slats to support and shape the back

� 2 compression straps with quick-release buckles made of light metal
� Padded bag (e.g. for camera incl. telescopic pole)

� Internal waterproofing to protect the paraglider from sweating
� Single zip to open the backpack completely or partially

� Pocket with window (e.g. for brevet, ID cards)
� Incl. reinforced bottom fabric

� incl. rain cover

Weight: 700 g

€

32

275,00

Volume: 60 L

Kortel SAK K60

Weight: 1,47 kg
#

HG4255

€

275,00

Volume: 200 L

Kortel TANDEM II

#

HPa120
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HANGGLIDER

ACCESSORIES FOR PG + HG
VELCRO FASTENERS

Hang gliding and paragliding plate

Velcro BAND/CLASP

€
€

32,50 CROSS COUNTRY ID PLATE 30 cm

#

HSe403

49,80 CROSS COUNTRY ID PLATE 50 cm

#

HSe405

SAIL REPAIR

€

5,00

Velcro BAND/CLASP 18 x 5 cm

€

8,50

SAIL PFLASTER (12 x 96 cm)

#

HSe11

REPAIR PATCH FOR RESCUE SYSTEMS
Self-adhesive sailcloth. Especially for rescue
system: white, 50 x 20 cm.
€

12,50 REPAIR PATCH FOR RESCUE SYSTEMS

#

#

CARABINER

€

1,85

HOOK tape 25 mm wide (black)

#

HKl1

1,85
€
5,35

LOOP tape 25 mm wide (black)

#

HKl2

HOOK tape 100 mm wide (orange)

#

HKl15-ha

€

LOOP tape 100 mm wide (orange)

#

HKl15-fl

€

5,35

WINDSOCK & ACCESSORIES

Dyneema SUPER BRAID

Charly WINDSOCK

Please note: The windsock is delivered without tubing.
Please do not forget to order the corresponding TUBING and an EARTH STAKE!

Elastic VELCRO/FLEECE welded, 25 x 3 cm,
f. Instrument holder or similar

€

ø

Weight

Strength

€

1,20

2 mm

5 g/m

250 DaN

HSeiD2

€

2,00

4 mm

10 g/m

650 DaN

HSeiD4

2,60

5 mm

15 g/m

1000 DaN

HSeiD5

Art. N°

Link

€

€

3,90

Elastic VELCRO/FLEECE 25 x 3 cm

#

HKl6

22,80 Charly WINDSOCK ø 32 cm, Length 125 cm

Length: 260 cm
Please note: The Charly TUBING is delivered without
earth stake. Please do not forget to order the corresponding Charly EARTH STAKE.

for binding strap or pilot hang-in
The Charly WEBBING is abrasion resistant, pliant and UV stabilized.

HSe10

€/m
€

1,70

ø

Weight

2,5 mm

3,5 g/m

Strength
590 DaN

Art. N°

Link

HSeiD2.5
€

HIGH-STRENGTH THREAD F. SEWING WORK ON SAFETY-RELEVANT PARTS
Charly SAIL BATTEN CORD

Gauge according to DIN EN ISO 2060 41 / 3 Nm,
tensile strength according to DIN EN ISO 2062
>45 DaN, needle size no. 14-19
€

7,80

HIGH-STRENGTH THREAD

#

HNAE40

RESCUE SET

€

2,15

18 x 1,2 mm , Binding strap 700 kp

#

HBa1

€

2,60
3,10

25 x 2,5 mm, Pilot hang-in 1800 kp

#

HBa5

44 x 1,2 mm, 2200 kp

#

HBa4

3,30

50 x 2 mm

#

€

RESCUE CORD WITH LEAD WEIGHT

€

HBa3

.In case of emergency landings in trees the
Charly RESCUE CORD WITH LEAD WEIGHT
helps lifting a rope or other rescue ocjects. The
Charly RESCUE CORD consists of a 30 m nylon
rope with a 30 g lead weight. Not suitable for descending!
€

6,90

RESCUE CORD WITH LEAD WEIGHT

#

HR

€

34

8,80

SOS CUTTING KNIFE for webbings

#

HKa

HWi2

Charly EARTH STAKE for windsock tubing

Weight

Strength

Art. N°

€

0,35

2,5 mm

? g/m

110 DaN

HSei2.5

€

0,40

4 mm

? g/m

290 DaN

HSei4

The Charly EARTH STAKE (new design) with a
robut pull-out handle is suitable e.g. for the
Charly TUBING.
Please note: The Charly EARTH STAKE is delivered
without tubing. Please do not forget to order the corresponding Charly TUBING.

Link
€

26,50 Charly EARTH STAKE for windsock tubing

#

HWi20

The Nova COMPRESSION BAG reduces the volume of the wing, protects it from sweat and brings the
wing into a flat shape, which optimizes the comfort of the backpack. The COMPRESSION BAG is
equipped with a valve. If you open it, the residual air can be pushed out of the bag.

Universally applicable
Elasticated braid with nylon coating. Highly
elastic yet resilient. Universally applicable.

The Charly SOS CUTTING KNIFE for webbings is
an important recue kit component, if webbings
or lines need to be cut in case of emergency.

ø

#

WATERPROOF COMPRESSIONS PACK SACK

RUBBER CORD / RUBBER BAND

SOS CUTTING KNIFE for webbings

29,50 Charly TUBING for Windsocks

The Charly SAIL BATTEN CORD made of
polyester is 16-plait and offers good tensile
strength and abrasion resistance.

€/m

HWi11

Foldable tubing for windsocks.

Highest strength, minimum weight, low elongation. Spliceable!
Please note: Not certified for lifting loads and
personal safety!

WEBBING

#

Charly TUBING for Windsocks

Dyneema HIGH PERFORMANCE BRAIDED CORD spliceable

#

HANGGLIDER

Material: Robust and light Nylon Ripstop.

Color: white, red, dark blue, black, pink, purple

34,00 SELF-ADHESIVE SAIL CLOTH per linear metre

INSTRUMENTS

Due to its size (ø 32 cm, length 125 cm) good to
see also from great distance and due to the
colours (blue at the front, red at the back side)
no danger of confusion of the wind direction.

New super fiber for smooth cords with higher
tensile strength, lower weight, more abra- sion
resistance and almost the same non-stretching
properties compared to Kevlar cords! The 3 mm
Dyneema SUPER BRAID can be used as rescue
cord for roping down in emergency situations.

Elastic VELCRO/FLEECE

SELF-ADHESIVE SAIL CLOTH

€

GLOVES

CORDS

€/m

HSe11F

Self-adhesive sail cloth for small repairs at
paraglider or hang glider sails. Please note: For
flight ID numbers or advert lettering, only black
can be used as the other colours are not covering. Weight: 90 g/m² Roll width: 96 cm

HELMETS

HKl7

The Velcro HOOK & LOOP FASTENER an be cut
to the desired length without fraying.
Price per metre

The Finsterwalder SAIL PLASTER is a pre-packaged highly adhesive ripstop nylon (12 x 96
cm), which repairs smaller rips in the hang
glinding and paragliding sail.
Color: white, red, dark blue, black, pink, purple

ACCESSORIES

The Velcro BAND/CLASP for hang gliding sails
and battens.

Velcro HOOK & LOOP FASTENER

Patch for hang gliding and paragliding sails

KORTEL HARNESSES

ACCESSORIES FOR PG + HG

CROSS COUNTRY ID PLATE
The Finsterwalder CROSS COUNTRY ID PLATE
are made from self-adhesive black ripstop nylon (other colours are not opaque enough).
A complete set is included in delivery (height
30 cm).

RESCUE SYSTEMS

• 100% waterproof, protects the wing form sweat and dirt
• Weight: ca. 120 g (30 Liter) / ca. 140 g (60 Liter)

€

2,00

RUBBER CORD 3 mm, gelb

#

HSeiGub

€

1,45

RUBBER BAND 40 x 1,5 mm, black

#

HSeiGu

€

30,00 Nova COMPRESSION BAG 30 L

#

HPa134

€

38,00 Nova COMPRESSION BAG 60 L

#

HPa135
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ACCESSORIES WATTER BALLAST + DRINKING SYSTEMS

RESCUE SYSTEMS

KORTEL HARNESSES

ACCESSORIES

CARABINER

HELMETS

GLOVES

INSTRUMENTS

HANGGLIDER

ACCESSORIES BALAST BAG + ACCEL. ROPES

HIGH PRESSURE-WATER BALLAST BAG 10L

Kortel REVERSIBLE BALLAST BAG

Multifunctional water ballast bag

Reversible Backpack

The lightweight alternative to plastic- or aluminium bottles. The compact Ortlieb HIGH PRESSURE WATER BALLAST BAG with a fluid capacity
of 10 l/340 oz features straps for fixation to a backpack or a harness and
is made of tear-resistant and watertight fabric. Food grade coating on
the inside ensures safe transport of your water. Thanks to the two handles being provided with buckles, the water ballast bag can be easily be
fixed to branches or vehicles.

The REVERSIBLE BALLAST BAG allows you to easily carry your ballast or
various items during the race. Since it is reversible, the ballast can be
stored directly in the Kortel KANIBAL RACE pocket and provides access
to let the drain tube hang out.

Multiple applications:
� Camping shower

� Buoyancy means for diving

� Seat- or head pillow

� Can be combined with outdoor filters for water purification and an
Ortlieb drinking tube

� Weight for paragliding

Weight: 160 g

€

29,90

Volume: 10 L

Dimensions: 44 x 36 cm

WATER BALLAST BAG 10 L

#HG142

DRINKING TUBE with adapter
The ideal complement to the Ortlieb WATER BALLAST BAG
With the drinking tube, you can easily transform Ortlieb water containers or common PET bottles into hydration systems: remove the valve,
insert the tube into the water container and screw the valve back on.
The 95 cm long tube features a lockable bite-valve and a screw cap.
� Mouthpiece with drip-stop
� Threaded cap (28 mm) for Ortlieb WATER BALLAST BAG or common PET bottles
� Converts water bags, e.g. suspended in a tent, into hands-free hydration systems
� Remove dust cap from mouthpiece, open drip-stop on mouth piece by turning
it counterclockwise by 180° until it locks in place
� For drinking simply bite the valve and sip
� Auto-shutoff by means of an integrated spring valve
� For closing, turn the mouthpiece clockwise by 180°
� The tube length can be adapted inside the container
� The mouthpiece can be taken apart for hygenical cleaning

Weight: 90 g

€

18,50

� Small 2-belt backpack
� Incl. suspension straps: possibility to hang the BALLAST BAG in frontal position

� Reversible: ballast carrier bag
� Incl. compression straps
Please note: Delivery without water ballast bag.

Weight: 300 g

€

59,50

Volume: 8 L

REVERSIBLE BALLAST BAG

#HG143M

Kortel CAMERA POCKET
Bag for telescopic rod
Thanks to its reliable connection system, it can be attached to most
paraglider harnesses. For professional or amateur use, this bag offers an
easy way to store the camera pole and secure it with a clip to close the
bag.
The bag is 15 cm wide and can be from 22 cm to 38 cm deep.

€

45,00

KORTEL CAMERA POCKET

#HG4263

Length: 95 cm

DRINKING TUBE with adapter

#HG1420

Kortel ACCELERATOR ROPES 5 mm
Accelerator ropes

Kortel WATER BALLAST BAG volume 15 L

Pair of accelerator lines Dyneema 5 mm :
• Easy assembly

Water balast bag for paragliders

Diameter: 5 mm

Water bag with drainage tube and remote tap that allows you to easily
carry extra weight in your harness and at the same time have the possibility to drain the water and lose weight during the flight.
Weight: 178 g

€

Dimensions: 50 x 40 cm

€

35,00

Drain tube length : 36 cm

WASSERBALLASTSACK 10 L

#HG1443K

28,00

ACCELERATOR ROPES 5 mm (paar)

#HG125K

Kortel ACCELERATOR ROPES 7 mm
Accelerator ropes
Pair of accelerator cords polyester/aramid 7 mm:
• Better hold when used with winch blocks.
• Higher wear resistance than standard accelerator cords.
• Easy connection.
Diameter: 7 mm

€

36

Length : 130 cm Weight: 55 g / paar

39,00

Length : 135 cm

Weight: 90 g / paar

ACCELERATOR ROPES 7 mm (paar)

#HG127K
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ACCESSORIES TOWING RELEASES

ACCESSORIES
TOWING RELEASES
ZUBEHÖR SCHLEPPKLINKEN
EASY QUICK TOWING RELEASES

TOWING RELEASE S2

Webbing towing device

One-step towing release for hang gliding and paragliding

Single stage, one-piece webbing towing latch for paragliders with integrated towing aid and replaceable suspension rope. The Easy Quick is
extremely easy to use, towing with the Easy Quick textile tow release allows the paraglider to fly pre-accelerated during the towing process,
thus minimising a tendency to stall.

The Charly TOWING RELEASE S2 is the improved version of the ultralight, reliable, and approved release for paraglider- or hang glider-UL
towing (lower risk of injury in case of rope rips). Easy handling!
With DHV certification.

� Reliable release by means of sliding sleeve
� Easy to use (even with thick gloves)
� Adjustable drag aid for pre-acceleration of the glider
� LTF certification

Weight: 90 g

€

Max. load: 2000 N

135,00

TOWING RELEASE EASY QUICK

Weight: 150 g
#H301

€

54,00

Tensile strength: 500 kg

Charly TOWING RELEASE S2

#HG1433

EASY QUICK T TOWING RELEASES

TOWING ADAPTER for paragliding carabiners

Divisible webbing towing device

Paragliding towing adapter for carabiners

The Dietmar Mathes EASY QUICK T TOW RELEASE splits up in two separate straps after the release. Therefore, it is also suitable for pilots using
a front container or front rescue system. Many pilots with a lying harness
also prefer this version of the EASY QUICK TOW RELEASE. Left-handed
pilots can swap the two sides to release the EASY QUICK T TOW RELEASE
with their left hand..

When using the Charly TOWING ADAPTER for carabiners, the paraglider
will be automatically accelerated during the towing and this prevents
the risk of deep stall. Thus, the start will be facilitated and more height
in towing is gained. In case of rope breakage, the shooting forwards of
the paraglider will be weaker.
Delivered in pairs, without depicted carabiner.

� Textile towing release for paraglider
� Compatible with front container
� Adjustable drag aid for pre-acceleration of the glider
� Easy to use (even with thick gloves)
� LTF certification

Weight: 90 g

€

Weight: 48 g (pair)

Max. load: 2000N

145,00

TOWING RELEASE EASY QUICK T #HS301T

€

18,50

TOWING ADAPTER for PG (pair)

#HS50

Frontcontainer TOWING DEVICE SK1

EXPRESS LOOP for paragliding

Single-stepped, split textile towing device for paragliding

Zubehör für Gleitschirmschleppklinke

Independence's frontcontainer TOWING DEVICE SK1 for paragliding has
been well-established on the market for many years, as its convincing
attributes are simple handling, functionality and robustness. It can be
attached to the harness either at the main suspension or, if applicable,
at towing loops. The TOWING DEVICE SK1 may as well be attached to
harnesses with integrated front container.

Die Charly EXPRESS-SCHLINGE zur Befestigung der Gleitschirmschleppklinke am Tragegurtstecker des Charly SAFE-IN-LOCK (SIL) bzw. an den
Tragegurten direkt über dem Karabiner. Sie dient der Vermeidung der
Sackfluggefahr beim Schleppen.
Lieferung paarweise, ohne abgebildeten Karabiner.

� Textile towing device for paraglider
� Compatible with front container
� Extremely robust
� Easy handling
� LTF certification

Breite:

Weight: 75 g

€

38

61,00

TOWING DEVICE SK1

#HS420

€

7,70

12 mm

Bruchlast: 600 kg

EXPRESS-SCHLINGE

#HS5
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ACCESSORIES SPEEDSYSTEMS

ACCESSORIES SPEEDSYSTEMS
SPEED PEDALS 2-stages

SPEED PEDALS 3-stages

Standard 2-step accelerator

3-stage flexible accelerator

Standard 2-stage accelerator, with a first flexible bar and a second rigid
bar.
Ultra-easy connection thanks to its Ø3mm cords equipped with split
hooks.

Ideal for any Cocoon harness. The 1st stirrup is adjustable with a 3-way
loop.
Easy connection by Ø3mm loop and split hooks. Adjustment is made
with a simple knot at the connection between speed bar and rope.
Retaining rubbers are supplied which are attached to the underside of
the cocoon.

Weight: 80 g
Adjustment is made thanks to an exclusive Kortel design plate that allows easy and precise adjustment.
Compatible with any harness.

€

Weight: 110 g

SPEED PEDAL adjustable

€

45,00

SPEED PEDALS 2-stages

#HG133

39,00

SPEED PEDALS 3-stages

#HG134

Length-adjustable speed pedal
Finsterwalder's SPEED PEDAL is length-adjustable by a 3-hole system directly at the foot rest. It is also very easy to install and adjust.

LIGHT-SPEED PEDALS 2-stages
Light accelerator for paragliders
The two-stage 35 g LIGHT SPEEDSYSTEM from Kortel is characterised by
the following features:
�made of Dyneema, therefore particularly light and robust
�Suitable for all Hike&Fly harnesses
Adjustment is made via an exclusive Kortel design plate, which allows
for easy and precise adjustment.

Two rope clips are included to fix the harness in the up position during take-off
and to prevent the feet from getting tangled.

38,00

�With durable, flexible stainless steel wire rope with 7 x 19 strands,
plastic coated, bent in direction of flight
�Ultra-light tube made from high-strength aircraft-grade aluminium
alloy
�Ready for use incl. rope with sewn-in Brummel hooks and installation guide
Weight: 106 g

€

23,50

SPEED PEDAL adjustable

#HG126

SPEED PEDAL 2-stages & adjustable
Length-adjustable speed pedal
The 2-level Finsterwalder SPEED PEDAL is length-adjustable by a 3-hole
system directly at the foot rest. It is also very easy to install and adjust.

Weight: 35 g

€

�Very robust and light

LIGHT SPEED PEDALS 2-stages

#HG130

�Very robust at a total weight of only 74 g!
�With durable, flexible stainless steel wire rope with 7 x 19 strands,
plastic coated, bent in direction of flight

LIGHT-SPEED PEDALS 3-stages
Light accelerator for paragliders
Light accelerator equipped with 3 flexible rods. Made of 2 mm Dyneema,
it is ultra strong for its weight. It is designed to fit light cross harnesses
equipped with a cocoon.

�Ultra-light tube made from high-strength aircraft-grade aluminium
alloy
�Ready for use incl. rope with sewn-in Brummel hooks and installation guide
Weight: 145 g

€
Adjustment is via an exclusive Kortel design plate that allows for easy
and precise adjustment.

32,00

SPEED PEDAL 2-stages & adjustable

#HS50

SOFT SPEEDSYSTEM 3-stages
Textile speed bar
Two rope clips are included to fix the harness in the up position during take-off
and to prevent the feet from getting tangled.

Flexible textile speed bar for regulated acceleration in three stages. For
use in cocoon harnesses.

Weight: 45 g

Weight: 135 g

€

40

42,00

LIGHT-SPEED PEDALS 3-stages

#HG131

€

25,60

SOFT SPEEDSYSTEM 3-stages

#HG123
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ACCESSORIES Speedsystem • Mini-Swivel

FREE*SPEE 3.0 SPEEDBAR

BRUMMEL HOOK • SPEED SYSTEM HOOKS

Light weight speedbar.

Brummel hooks are commonly used in sailing. Finsterwalder's SPEED SYSTEM HOOKS
are manufactured according to the same principle and have been developed especially
for paragliding. They serve as a connection between the speed system that is attached to
the harness and the glider and are hence also called speed system hooks. Nearly all paraglider manufacturers use Finstewalder's SPEED SYSTEM HOOKS.

FREE*SPEE 3.0 SPEEDBAR offers maximum performance at minimum
weight. Reliable technology as well all first-class materials are setting
standards. FREE*SPEE 3.0 allows you to optimally adjust the speed system at any time. This can be done using only one hand, so that the steerings lines to not have to be completely let loose.
New in version 3.0: The webbing loop is reinforced with a spring wire. This means
that it is always optimally positioned to the front and makes it super easy to get
into the speed system.
Scope of delivery:
� 1 free*spee speedbar - heavy-duty GFK, robust webbing, approved clamping
mechanism
� 1 Dyneema rope 3.5 mm, breaking load > 300 kg
� 2 brummel hooks (stainless steel)
� 2 cord stoppers
� 1 replacement o-ring made from weather-proof silicone

Weight: 80 g

€

63,90

FREE*SPEE 3.0 SPEEDBAR

#HG121

FREE*SPEE XC-3 SPEEDBAR 3-stages
Light weight speedbar
FREE*SPEE XC-3 SPEEDBAR offers maximum performance at minimum
weight. Reliable technology as well all first-class materials are setting
standards. FREE*SPEE XC-3 allows you to optimally adjust the speedsystem at any time. This can be done using only one hand, so that the steerings lines to not have to be completely let loose.

Finsterwalder BRUMMEL HOOK

BRUMMEL HOOK adjustable

BRUMMELHAKEN verstellbar

Available in stainless steel and titanal version.
Breaking load: 230 kg Weight: 5,2 g / 2,1 g (T)

for ropes between 3 and 5mm. Material: Titanal
Breaking load: 230 kg Weight: 6,9 g

2 mm vers. for rope max 3.5 mm. Material: Titanal
Breaking load: 190 kg Weight: 1,7 g

€

€

€

2.30

#Be18

2.95

#Be181

2.95

#Be182

Easy adjustment.
Scope of delivery:
� 1 three-stepped free*spee XC-3 speedbar - heavy-duty GFK, robust webbing,
approved clamping mechanism
� 1 Dyneema rope 3.5 mm, breaking load >300 kg
� 2 brummel hooks (stainless steel)
� 2 cord stoppers
� 1 replacement o-ring made from weather-proof silicone

Weight: 90 g

€

63,90

FREE*SPEE XC-3 SPEEDBAR

#HG1210

Charly FOOTREST

Kortel FOOTREST

Footrest with 2-point mounting possibility

FOOTREST for KARMA II and KUIK II

Charly's FOOTREST facilitates the transition to the sitting position after
takeoff and improves the comfort during non-accelerated flight.

The Kortel FOOTREST for KARMA II and KUIK II harnesses, with Quick Release system. This is not a universal footrest as it does not come with fixings to fit to harnesses other than the Kortel KARMA II and KUIK II.

BR-HOOKS with DYNEEMA cord

BR-HOOKS with powerlook cord

MINI GUIDE ROLLER

BRUMMEL HOOKS looped into spliced DYNEEMA
cord. Preis per pair.

1.50 m POWERLOCK CORD 5 mm incl. brummel
hooks.. Preis per pair.

Suitable for cord ø 4-5 mm. Payload: 100 DaN*
Weight: 7 g, Length 28 mm, Diamater: 13 mm

€

€

€

9.50

#HG1290

9.90

#Be5450

MINI BRAKE HANDLE SWIVEL
The Finsterwalder MINI BRAKE HANDLE SWIVEL
prevents annoying twists and curls of the
paraglider brake lines. Such swivels are well established in top quality paragliders. Our swivel
can easily be sewn into the control handles, has
well-rounded edges, is smooth-running, and has a
high-gloss chromed surface.

Bar witdh: 23,5 cm

Bar witdh: 23,5 cm

Breaking load: approx. 300 DaN*

Total length: 67 cm + 12 cm Retraction rubber
Weight: 90 g

Total length: 67 cm + 12 cm Rückholgummi
Weight: 90 g

Payload: approx. 150 DaN*

€

€

24,80

Charly FOOTREST

#HG124

35,00

Kortel FOOTREST

4.30

#Be541

Speedsystem mini guide roller specifically designed for paraglider harnesses
By the use of a high-strength aluminium alloy for
the housing and special axles made from tempered
steel, the roller can be used for a payload of up to
100 kg by a weight of only 7g! The roller is graduated at the sides, the high-quality axle prevents
squeaks and the seizing up of the roller as it is frequently the case with cheap imitations from the far
east already at low loads. The mini guide roller can
be sewn in both length- and crosswise.

Lenght: 33 mm
#HG132

€

Diameter: 8/10 mm

8.00

#HG1290

* 1 DaN (Dekanewton) = 10 Newton ≈ 1 kg
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CARABINER

Finsterwalder UNILOCK
Ultralight, universal paragliding carabiner
With a weight of only 45 g and a breaking load of more than 25 kN, the
UNILOCK is currently the lightest and at the same time most loadable
paragliding carabiners on the market. In the fatigue test, it endured
2.000 load cycles with an upper load of 252 DaN and subsequently 5
mio. load cycles with an upper load of 115,4 DaN. The UNILOCK thus
achieves a fatigue strength of 5 years in mono use.
� The snap gate turned by 45° facilitates the attachment to the harness.
� The design in the shape of a “3” pro- vides a high stabilit against twisting.
� The UNILOCK is suitable for both narrow and wide webbings.
� The lower belt chamber has an extra support surface for the hip belt, which
slightly raises its position. This has a positive effect on the comfort of the harness.
� Red/green marking simplifies orientation when attaching the risers.
� Gate play individually tested.

Weight: 45 g Br. Load: 2.500 DaN* Replacement interval: 5 years (mono)

€

58,00

Finsterwalder UNILOCK (pair)

#HKar36

Finsterwalder SNAPLOCK
Hang and Paragliding carabiner
The SNAPLOCK resists 14 kN without incurring damage even with open
gate - this is more than four times as much as the hitherto common steel
carabiners can bear.
� Max. Payload in aviation: 115 DaN* je carabiner
� Breaking load gate open 2000 DaN*
� Load without permanent deformation, gate open: 1.600 DaN*
� Inner height: 60 mm
� Suitable for belt widths 25-30 mm, also up to 45 mm when folded in
� Snapper game single piece tested
� The distinctive nose allows the Snaplock to be attached to the harness in such a
way that the carabiner is reliably prevented from being crossed. Harness manufacturers also have the option of attaching back straps over the nose. This can noticeably improve the back support.

Weight: 76 g Br. load: 3.000 DaN* Inner height: 60 mm
Replacement interval: 5 years (mono), 2 years (HG and PG tandem)

€

27,50

Finsterwalder SNAPLOCK (pcs.) #HKar35

Finsterwalder PINLOCK
Paragliding carabiner from Titanal
The ultimate paragliding carabiner - forged from Titanal (alloy 7075 T6).
The Finsterwalder PINLOCK is compatible with conventional paragliding carabiners and is suitable for all paragliders and harnesses with
webbing loops of 40 to 45 mm. Separate webbing chambers prevent
shunt loading.
The Finsterwalder PINLOCK features a very large replacement interval
but at the same time a weight reduction of 80-120 g per pair compared
to steel carabiners!

FINSTERWALDER CARABINER
Since 1993, we have been manufacturing karabiners specially designed for aviation and helicopter air rescue.

� Breaking load: 2,500 DaN*, certified fatigue endurance!
� Replacement interval for mono use: 8 years, unlimited hours of usage

These karabiners are designed to withstand the permanent oscillating loads that occur in flight, which can lead to material fatigue
in conventional karabiners over time.

44

� Replacement interval for tandem use: 3 years, unlimited hours of usage
� Drop-forged from Titanal

Weight: 80 g Br.load: 2.500 DaN*
Inner height: 40 mm
Replacement interval: 8 years (mono), 3 years (PG tandem)

€

9,40

€

17,80 REPLACEMENT-QUICKPIN

ADAPTER for narrow risers

#HKar33
#HKar32

€

35,00

Finsterwalder PINLOCK (pcs.)

#HKar3
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Weight: 200 g /pc.

€

78,50

Finsterwalder QUICK-OUT (pc.)

#HKar12

Lightweight and durable
The PARALOCK weighs only 73 g and is equally suitable for Hike & Fly as
well as for tandem paragliding. Due to their form-fit design, the PARALOCK and the QUICK-OUT are to date the only air sports carabiners
that have been able to demonstrate an approved replacement interval
of 8 years for mono use and 5 years for tandem use. The PARALOCK is
also suitable for use in hang gliders, where the replacement interval is 5
years. The number of flight hours is unlimited within the replacement
interval.
Convenient handling
Easy operation even with gloves: After inserting the paraglider risers,
the PARALOCK locks and secures itself automatically. The carabiner is
opened by a 120° turn of the release lever against spring force, whereby
the lever can only be unlocked after a button is pushed.
A security cap over the release button reliably prevents the PARALOCK
from being opened unintentionally.
Easy attachement
The V-shaped belt chamber for the harness is designed to correspond to
the pulling directions of the main risers and the back strap.
In some pod harnesses, the pod is attached separately (e.g. in the Advance Impress 4). The pod loops can be inserted above the harness
chamber separating screw.
�Titanal drop forged
�Axle and locking bolt made of hardened chrome steel
�Replacement interval: 8 years with unlimited flight hours, 5 years for
tandem paragliding use and use in hang gliders
Weight: 73 g

€

46

HANGGLIDER

The Finsterwalder PARALOCK is a paragliding carabiner with convenient
handling and long replacement interval for mono and tandem use.
With a conventional paragliding carabiner, separation under load is
hardly possible. However, in certain situations this can not only be useful but even life-saving - e.g. when landing in moving water or in strong
winds. Also after an emergency parachute deployment, it may be necessary and in any case recommended to disconnect the paraglider. The
PARALOCK eliminates the need to carry a line cutter or to pull in the
paraglider which costs valuable time.
The PARALOCK's separation function is also useful in other sports, for air
and water rescue, and in parachute harnesses.

�Housing drop-forged from Titanal, insert made from high-strength
aluminium alloy 7075 T6

Photo: Horacio Llorens

INSTRUMENTS

Our separation carabiner Finsterwalder QUICK-OUT is used whenever a
reliable connection and if necessary a rapid separation also under load
is important. It is suitable for the safe attachment of loads - in particular
persons - and for outdoor use. It has proven itself especially during helicopter missions of the police, the military, and the mountain rescue service.

�Replacement interval: 8 years, unlimited hours of usage

#HKar32

GLOVES

Lightweight paragliding separation carabiner

�Double-button locking with multiple safety steps

13,50 ADAPTER SLEEVES for narrow risers (pair)

HELMETS

Finsterwalder PARALOCK

�No gate play, thus fatigue endurable with unlimited hours of usage
for 150 DaN* hauled load!

€

CARABINER

Special separation carabiner

�Breaking load: 4.000 DaN*, 2.000 DaN* individually tested

#HKar121

ACCESSORIES

Finsterwalder QUICK-OUT

By simultaneously pushing both release buttons, pilot and aircraft are
separated effortlessly. In safety trainings, the separation of the glider
after a rescue chute deployment turned out to be advantageous.
Besides the rescue options in case of emergency landings in water,
trees, and high winds, the Finsterwalder QUICK-OUT also offers handling advantages compared to conventional carabiners.

27,50 EXTRA INSERT for QUICK OUT (pc.)

KORTEL HARNESSES

SEPARATION CARABINER

In paragliding, the Finsterwalder QUICK-OUT is used for the separation
of the paraglider when a steerable rescue system is deployed.

€

RESCUE SYSTEMS

* 1 DaN (Dekanewton) = 10 Newton ≈ 1 kg

94,00

Breaking load: 2.800 DaN*

Finsterwalder PARALOCK (pc.)

#HKar129

* 1 DaN (Dekanewton) = 10 Newton ≈ 1 kg
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SEPARATION LINK
Speed system separation link

AustriAlpin STRATUS ALU
Paragliding carabiner with automatic lock

A speed pedal separation system is required to allow a complete separation from the paraglider after an emergency parachute opening. The speed
pedal separation system works automatically after opening the carabiner.

The AustriAlpin STRATUS ALU is a paraglider aluminium karabiner with
push-button automatic closure. It is suitable for harnesses with a strap
loop width of up to 25 mm. The slide autolock closure allows reliable
closing without manipulation of the closure, yet it can be opened comfortably with targeted finger pressure on the slider. No CE !
Measures: 78 x 55 mm
Replacement interval: jährlich

For the following reasons, even less experienced pilots are generally recommended to separate the paraglider after an emergency parachute deployment:
● Modern rescue systems are designed to drift sideways and thus generate dynamic lift. In the certification procedure, the sink rate is determined
without the main glider. If the paraglider is not separated, it prevents the drift, leading to an increased sink rate.
● The possibility to choose the landing site with a steerable rescue system is a significant safety plus. If the main glider is not separated, the safety
advantage to steer the rescue system is foregone.

Weight: 63 g Breaking load: approx. 1.800 DaN*

● Interactions between the paraglider and the rescue system can cause the danger of increased swaying or a higher sink rate due to scissoring.

€

● It has shown that a separated paraglider usually collapses very quickly and that its salvage is easier. In the case of a tree landing, there is also a
much lower risk of damage to the paraglider when it does not carry the full pilot weight.

25,90

AustrAlpin STRATUS ALU (pc.)

#HKar11

AustriAlpin STRATUS INOX

Charly EASY RELEASE

Paragliding carabiner with automatic lock

Innovative speed system separation link for QUICK-OUT / PARALOCK

The AustriAlpin STRATUS INOX is a paragliding carabiner with automatic
lock for webbing widths of up to 25 mm.
Measures: 78 x 55 mm
Replacement interval: jährlich

The system convinces by low construction height, weight neutrality
compared to a standard Brummel hook connection and durable, safe
operation.
The EASY RELEASE separation link can be easily attached to the
paraglider risers if the EASY RELEASE ring clip can be looped in instead
of the Brummel hook. If this is not possible, the original speed system
line must be replaced with the speed system line with ring clip of the
EASY RELEASE system.

Weight: 129 g Breaking load: approx. 2.800 DaN*

€

Scope of delivery:
� 2x Ring clip with speed system line for attachment to the paraglider risers
� 2x Release hook with speed system line and release line (static line) for attchment to
the speed system lines of the paragliding harness
� Installation instructions

25,90

AustrAlpin STRATUS INOX (pc.) #HKar10

AustriAlpin POWERFLY

Weight: 22 g / paar Breaking load: ≈ 200 DaN*

Gleitschirmkarabiner

€

39,70

Charly EASY RELEASE (pair)

#HKar142

BRUMMEL HOOK SEPERATION SYSTEM

PATENT SHACKLE SEPARATION SYSTEM

Speed system separation link for QUICK-OUT / PARALOCK carabiners

Speed system separation link for QUICK-OUT / PARALOCK carabiners

The Brummel hook separation system is recommended when the
harness and the paraglider are connected by means of Brummel
hooks.

The patent shackle separation system is recommended
when the existing Brummel hooks on the paraglider’s
speed system cords can be removed and replaced by the
patent shackle rings included in the delivery.

The existing Brummel hooks on the harness are replaced by the special speed system Brummel hooks. To
be able to attach the speed system Brummel hooks, the
speed system cords must each have a loop at the end.
Speed system cords made of Dyneema with spliced loop
are included with the Brummel hook separation system. These can be used provided they can be attached to the installed speedbar.
Alternatively, the speed system cords already present
on the harness can be used if it is possible to remove
the Brummel hooks attached to them.
If the existing speed system cords are not yet equipped with loops,
loops with a length of about 3 cm can be knotted in.

Steel carabiner for paragliders with push button automatic gate.
The AustriAlpin POWERFLYS is suitable for harnesses with a webbing
loop width of 45 mm.
Inner height: 60 mm
Load without permanent deformation gate open: approx. 300 DaN*
Replacement interval: jährlich

Weight: 140 g Breaking load: approx. 2.600 DaN*

€

Construction- and production-conditioned, conventional carabiners exhibit a greater or lesser
gate play. The catch of such a carabiner thus becomes actuated by gravity only at tensions between 25 and 110 kg. This means that within the range of the gate play, the carabiner is loaded
during flight as if its catch was open.

� 1 pair Patent shackles with attached separation system cord, breaking load approx. 300 daN

� 1 pair Patent shackle rings for installation on the speed system of the paraglider
� Installation instructions

€

€

33,50

PATENT SHACKLE separtion system

The thus resulting high dynamic loads make it necessary to replace the carabiner every one- or
two years in order to preclude a material fatigue failure.
#HKar14
* 1 DaN (Dekanewton) = 10 Newton ≈ 1 kg

48

#HKar410

During flight, airsport carabiners are exposed to permanently changing loads. By taking measurements at paragliders, the DHV has asserted that these load variations are between ten and
more than 110 kg and that they can occur up to 26 times per second.

Scope of delivery:

Weight: 74 g / pair

BRUMMEL HOOK seperation system #HKar141

AustrAlpin POWERFLY (pc.)

Fatigue strength for aviation sport karabiners:
The Brummel hooks must be unlooped and the patent shackle
rings must be looped in their place.

Weight: 25 g / pair

19,50

29,00

Photo: www.nova.eu
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SCREW LOCK LINK
Kortel AUTO 20
Paragliding carabiner
Paraglider aluminium karabiner with automatic closure. Its slanted gate
opening facilitates handling. Suitable for harnesses with a strap loop
width of up to 20 mm.
Restriction: Not approved for tandem operation as spreader-paraglider and reserve-harness connection element.

Replacement interval: Annual replacement recommended

Weight: 120 g / pair

€

49,00

GLIDER-HARNESS CONNECT. LINK

STAINLESS STEEL LINE LOCK

GLIDER-HARNESS CONNECT. LINK

Breaking load: approx 2.400 DaN*

Kortel AUTO 20 (pair)

#HKar112

Kortel AUTO 40
Paragliding carabiner
Paraglider aluminium karabiner with automatic closure. Its slanted gate
opening facilitates handling. Suitable for harnesses with a strap loop
width of up to 40 mm.

Material

Edelstahl ø 4 mm

Material

Stahl verzinkt ø 7 mm

Material

Edelstahl ø 6 mm

Dimensions

20 x 30 mm

Dimensions

15 x 50 mm

Dimensions

15 x 45 mm

Opening

5,5 mm

Opening

9 mm

Opening

8 mm

Payload

125 DaN*

Payload

550 DaN*

Payload

650 DaN*

Breaking load

≈ 1.500 DaN*

Breaking load

≈ 2.800 DaN*

Breaking load

≈ 3.250 DaN*

Weight

13 g

Weight

51 g

Weight

35 g

€

5,80

#Be290

€

4,20

#Be31

€

8,00

#Be310

Restriction: Not approved for tandem operation as spreader-paraglider and reserve-harness connection element.

Replacement interval: Annual replacement recommended

Weight: 130 g / pair

€

49,00

Breaking load: approx 2.400 DaN*

Kortel AUTO 40 (paar)

#HKar114

TRIANGULAR SCREW LOCK LINK

TRIANGULAR SCREW LOCK LINK

TRIANGULAR SCREW LOCK LINK

Kortel SOFT-LINKS

Material

Edelstahl ø 4 mm

Material

Stahl verzinkt ø 4 mm

Material

Edelstahl ø 6 mm

Glider-harness connection link for paragliders

Dimensions

25 x 30 mm

Dimensions

25 x 30 mm

Dimensions

32 x 42 mm

Kortel's SOFT LINKS are ideally suited for attaching the rescue system to
the harness. Moreover, they can be used as a fatigue resistant alternative to karabiners if harness and glider are only rarely disconnected from
each other. The weight saving is significant as a pair of SOFT LINKS
weighs a mere 12 g!

Opening

5,5 mm

Opening

6,5 mm

Opening

8 mm

Payload

125 DaN*

Payload

100 DaN*

Payload

450 DaN*

Breaking load

≈ 1.000 DaN*

Breaking load

≈ 800 DaN*

Breaking load

≈ 2.250 DaN*

Weight

14 g

Weight

13,5 g

Weight

39,5 g

The operation is simple and safe.

Weight: 12 g / pair

€

27,00

€

5,50

#Be300

€

3,00

#Be300z

€

9,80

#Be310

Breaking load: approx. 2.300 DaN*

Kortel SOFTLINKS (pair)

#HKar110

Kortel T-BONE LINKS
The T-BONE LINKS from Kortel are flexible, ultra-lightweight connecting
links made of Dyneema. With only 10 g/piece and a strength of more
than 2,400 daN, their strength-to-weight ratio is outstanding. The Kortel
T-BONE LINKS are also fatigue-resistant, durable and easier and safer to
handle than conventional soft links thanks to the integration of the innovative "Kortel Konnect" quick connection.
Replacement interval: 5 years if used frequently as a paraglider karabiner, 10 years if
used as a connecting link for rescue equipment (protected from light in the GZ)

Weight: 20 g / pair

€

50,00
€
60,00

Breaking load: approx. . 2.400 DaN*

Kortel T-BONE LINKS (pair)

#HKar110T

Kortel T-BONE LINKS XL (pair) #HKar110TXL
* 1 DaN (Dekanewton) = 10 Newton ≈ 1 kg
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SCREW CHAIN LINK 5 mm

SCREW CHAIN LINK 4 mm

Material

Stahl verzinkt ø 5 mm

Material

Stahl verzinkt ø 4 mm

Dimensions

13 x 39 mm

Dimensions

11 x 31 mm

Opening

7 mm

Opening

5 mm

Payload

280 DaN*

Payload

180 DaN*

BBreaking load

≈ 1.600 DaN*

Breaking load

≈ 1.200 DaN*

Weight

20,5 g

Weight

11,5 g

€

3,65

Photo: Horacio Llorens

#Be30

€

3,60

#Be29
* 1 DaN (Dekanewton) = 10 Newton ≈ 1 kg

Photo: www.nova.eu

Glider-harness connection link for paragliders
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SNAP-FIT STAINLESS STEEL 50

Photo: www.nova.eu

▷ An alternative to carabiners
▷ If closed properly, it is fatigue resistant

Material

Edelstahl ø 5 mm

Material

Edelstahl ø 7 mm

Dimensions

20 x 50 mm

Dimensions

30 x 52 mm

Opening

6,5 mm

Opening

9 mm

Payload

325 DaN*

Payload

625 DaN*

Breaking strength

≈ 2.600 DaN*

Breaking strength

≈ 3.125 DaN*

Weight

26 g

Weight

63,5 g

#Be303

Edelstahl

Material

Edelstahl

Dimensions

50 x 18 mm

Dimensions

30 x 16 mm

Eye

6,5 x 10,5 mm

Eye

6,5 x 10, 5 mm

Breaking load

≈ 200 kg

Breaking load

≈ 200 kg

Weight

22 g

Weight

20 g

€

13,80

#Be304

TRAPEZIUM SCREW LOCK LINK

TRAPEZIUM SCREW LOCK LINK

▷ An alternative to carabiners
▷ If closed properly, it is fatigue resistant

▷ An alternative to carabiners
▷ If closed properly, it is fatigue resistant

Material

Stainless steel ø 6 mm

Material

Stahl verzinkt ø 6 mm

Material

Stahl verzinkt ø 6 mm

Dimensions

42 x 45 mm

Dimensions

44 x 48 mm

Dimensions

30 x 47 mm

Opening

9 mm

Opening

9 mm

Opening

9 mm

Payload

250 DaN*

Payload

250 DaN*

Payload

250 DaN*

Breaking strength

≈ 2.100 DaN*

Breaking strength

≈ 1.400 DaN*

Breaking strength

≈ 1.400 DaN*

€

52

9,90

Weight
#Be3050

#Be20

€

4,40

#Be20S

€

8,00

46,5 g

Weight
#Be305

JAMMING BUCKLE 25 mm

Material

Zinc diecasting

Material

Zinc diecasting

Dimensions

35 x 25 mm

Dimensions

43 x 32 mm

Webbing width

20 mm

Webbing width

25 mm

Breaking load

≈ 290 DaN*

Breaking load

≈ 350 DaN*

Weight

26 g

Weight

35 g

3,20

#HSi94

€

3,50

#HSi95

TRAPEZIUM SCREW LOCK LINK

▷ An alternative to carabiners
▷ If closed properly, it is fatigue resistant

42,5 g

5,40

JAMMING BUCKLE 20 mm

€

Weight

HANGGLIDER

RECTANGULAR SCREW LOCK LINK

▷ An alternative to carabiners
▷ If closed properly, it is fatigue resistant

21,90

INSTRUMENTS

SNAP-FIT STAINLESS STEEL 30

Material

€

€

GLOVES

HARNESS-HARDWARE

GURTVERSCHRAUBUNG

HIKE & FLY SCREW LOCK LINK

HELMETS

€

9,90

41,6 g
#Be350

PATENTED SHACKLE

DOUBLE BUTTON BUCKLE

Material

Brass

Material

Stainless steel

Length

40 mm

Dimensions

30 x 45 x 9 mm

Breaking load

≈ 300kg

Adjustable for belt

18 - 20 mm

Weight

26 g

Breaking load

≈ 350 DaN*

Weight

36 g

€

11,50

PATENT SHACKLE #Be22

€

2,70

RING 4 mm, ø 14 mm

#Be30

€

5,80

#HSi20
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AIR SPORTS HELMETS
Charly VTESSE
Extremely lightweight Hike & Fly helmet with optional visor
The Charly VITESSE is an extremely lightweight paragliding Hike&Fly
helmet that can be equipped with a visor. Three helmet shell sizes, replaceable inlays and the integrated headband adjustment allow precise
adaptation to a wide variety of head shapes and sizes, while keeping the
helmet dimensions as small as possible. Thanks to special inlays available as accessories, even the under- and oversizes XS and XXXL can be
covered.

VITESSE Features
�Helmet and visor are certified according to the latest CE EN966 standard for air sports helmets
�Remarkably lightweight: from 380 g!
�Unique size range: 3 helmet shell sizes with fine adjustment of the
headband and replaceable inlays guarantee a secure and comfortable fit for all head shapes and sizes from XS to XXXL
�Effectively ventilated, exchangeable and washable fabric inlay

HHe1 white/pearl + HHe11 Visor grey

�Pressure-free, removable and washable ear pads

Basic sizes & weights: S/M = 380 g, M/L = 430 g, XL/XXL = 480 g
Scope of delivery: Helmet in basic size incl. inlay, without visor

�Good protection of the forehead, without limiting the field of vision
�All sizes can be equipped with visor and ski goggle retainer

Art.#

Charly VITESSE

HHe1

VITESSE S/M, M/L

€

158,00

VITESSE XL/XXL

€

169,00

HHe10

HHe1 black-silver

HHe1 cyan-blue

HHe1 lime-green

Interior options

HHe1 lemon-orange

Visor available in three different colours

The scope of delivery includes the basic interior fittings in each case.

The Charly VISOR for VITESSE reduces drafts and protects against UV radiation. The visor fits over most glasses; as it is very well ventilated,
glasses worn under the visor are prevented from fogging up.

Description

Head circumference

Basic
size

Foam thickness
inlay

Special XS

53-55 cm

S/M

12 mm

� Available with bottom rubber edge (standard) or rimless

Special for narrow head shape

54-56 cm

S/M

9 mm

� Suitable for spectacle wearers

Basic S/M

55-58* cm

S/M

6 mm

Basic M/L

58*-62 cm

M/L

12 mm

� Anti-reflective and scratch-resistant coating on the outside, antifog coating on the inside

Basic XL/XXL

61-64 cm

XL/XXL

9 mm

� Infinitely adjustable, tightly sealed at the top

Special XXL

64-65 cm

XL/XXL

3 mm

� Reduces air resistance and protects the eyes

� Large field of vision, optically high quality and distortion-free

� Safe, as break-resistant, elastic and flexible
� Assembly and disassembly simple and fast

*With 58 cm head circumference and normal or narrow head shape, size S/M usually fits

Weight: 34 g

HHe15

Art.#

HHe14

HHe73

VITESSE Accessories

HHe15

Goggle retrainer

€

HHe14

Extra interior

€

HHe73

Premium Fleece Protection bag

grey tinted

brown tinted

mirrored

Art.#

VITESSE Visiere

HHe11

Visor tinted

€

39,00

12,80

HHe11RL

Visier tinted rimless

€

22,00

HHe12RL

Visier mirrored tinted rimless

€

HHe13

Visor screws (pair)

€

9,50

39,00
49,00
€

8,00

Photo: www.nova.eu
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HHe70 bicolor red-metallic

Weight: 650 g
Sizes:
XS (53-54), S (55-56), M (57-58), L (59-60), XL (61-62), XXL (63)
(head circumf. in cm) XS and XXL only for HHe7 und HHe70
Art.#

Charly INSIDER

HHe7

unicolor white, red, blue

€

HHe70

bicolor metallic

€

HHe72

bicolor red-metallic / turquoise-metallic

€

196,00

HHe75

softcolor black

€

186,50

HHe75S

softcolor red and blue

€

172,00

carbon-optic

€

205,00

Charly LOOP
Air sports and winter sports helmet with optional visor

The Charly INSIDER's high safety standards and good value vor money
make the INSIDER the most popular air sports helmet worldwide. It is
certified according to the air sports helmet standard CE EN 966. The helmet is also well suited for kite buggying.
The Charly INSIDER offers full protection without significantly obstructing the field of view. Moreover, the chin guard is designed in such a way
that conversation before and after flight is easily possible. The helmet
edges are curved inward, thus contributing to a larger field of view and
reduced air drag.
The Charly INSIDER's multi-layer enamel surface is wear-resistant and
recoatable!

Charly LOOP is a very comfortable, safe and reasonably priced paragliding and winter sports freestyle helmet that can optionally be equipped
with a visor.

179,50
192,50

�Thanks to vacuum high-pressure die casting, the aramid fiber reinforced outer shell is weight-optimized and can be manufactured in
constant quality; the choice of material and production process ensures optimum strength and durability.
�The Charly INSIDER causes minimum wind noise that does not interfere with the VOX operation of a radio set; as hearing is only
marginally affected by the helmet, airspeed estimation is still possible.
�Pressure-free padding around the ears, suitable for the installation of
a headset; the wide, well cushioned internal chin strap contributes to
the wearing comfort.

LOOP Features
�Lightweight multi sports helmet, certified according to CE EN 966 (airborne sports) and CE EN 1077 (skiing and snowboarding); high-end
quality helmet made in Europe; Charly offers a lifetime warranty.
�A highly effective ventilation of the EPS calotte (foam cushioning)
permanently provides for a pleasant climate inside the helmet.
�The Charly LOOP's high-quality EPS foam cushioning is completely
padded with skin friendly and antibacterial textile fabric (made in EU)
on the inside; the interior lining in sizes XS, S, M and L/XL is replaceable and washable.

Weight: 480 g
Sizes:
XS (53/54), S (54/57), M (56/59), L (59/61), XL (62/63)
(head circumference in cm)

HHe75 softcolor black

HHe75 softcolor red

HHe75 softcolor blue

HHe70 bicolor silver-metallic

HHe70 bicolor blue-metallic

HHe70 bicolor turquois metallic

HHe70 bicolor anthrazit met.

HHe70 bicolor black met.

HHe70 bicolor yellow-met.

�A protective bag is included in the price.
Art.#
HHe9C
HHe9C

Charly LOOP
LOOP (matt-blue, -black, -red, orange)

€

139,00

LOOP (glossy white)

€

139,00

HHe702

Extra lining, check + chin pads

HHe703

Extra lining incl. attachment

€

Premium fleece helmet/instrument bag

HHe950

HHe9500

LOOP Accessories

HHe952

Extra lining for Loop

€

15,00

Visor grey, salmon, yellow

€

31,00

€

41,00

HHe9500

Visor toned and mirrored

25,00

HHe951

Visor screw kit

€

7,00

Premium fleece helmet/instrument bag

€

9,50

9,50

HHe77 carbon-optic

HHe73

HHe9C black

HHe351

12,50

€

�Unlike some skiing and air sports helmets, the Charly LOOP is
equipped with generous vents in the interior lining such that the air
intakes on the outer shell are not covered from the inside. They are
thus not just a visual gimmick but part of an effective ventilation system. The flow of fresh air is guided through the foam padding, distributed throughout the textile cap and channeled away again. The
breathable interior lining thereby provides for comfortable temperatures without the need to adjust the airstream manually.

HHe9C white + HHe950 Visor salman

Art.#
HHe950

INSIDER Accessories

HHe9C matt-blue

HHe9C matt-red + HHe950 Visior grey

HHe952

HHe702

�The Charly SUN VISOR VS that is available as an accesory is ideal for
spectacle wearers as it can replace additional sunglasses.

�Aerodynamically clean without a long tail: The Charly INSIDER permits an unrestricted upward view and avoids neck injuries.

HHe7 unicolor blue

€

�The helmet is equipped with very comfortable, pressure-free ear
pads but can also be worn without ear covers; a high-quality ratchet
closure allows precise adjustment of the chin strap.

HHe9C matt-black + HHe950 Visor grey

�Unbeatable fit and a pleasant climate inside the helmet thanks to the
skin-friendly full textile lining in 6 fixed sizes (XS-XXL).

HHe7 unicolor red

HHe73

HANGGLIDER

Full-face helmet bestseller

HHe7 unicolor white

Art.#

INSTRUMENTS

Charly INSIDER

INSIDER Features

HHe73

GLOVES

AIR SPORTS HELMETS

AIR SPORTS HELMETS

HHe77

HELMETS

HHe9C orange + HHe9500 Visior mirrored
Photo: www.nova.eu
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Charly NO LIMIT JET
High class helmet with an unobstructed downward view.

The Charly NO LIMIT competition helmet with chin guard. High-grade
materials and an elaborate manufacturing process provide for constant
quality, maximum safety and a long life expectancy.

The Charly NO LIMIT JET is a paragliding helmet without chin guard allowing an unobstructed downward view.

NO LIMIT JET Features
�Premium Quality at a moderate price. The aramid fiber reinforced
outer shell is manufactured in a vacuum high-pressure moulding
process with a heated metal mould and thus offers the highest possible breaking strength at minimum weight. Aramid fiber surpasses
carbon fiber in terms of impact resistance.

�Premium look: The Charly NO LIMIT features a scratch-resistant
enameled multi-layer coating. The helmet shell's material and finishing make the Charly NO LIMIT virtually resistant to age.

�Premium look: The Charly NO LIMIT JET features a scratch-resistant
enameled multi-layer coating. The helmet shell's material and finishing make the No Limit Jet virtually resistant to age.

�The extra wide panoramic view is important for safety. There is
enough room for eye glasses under the helmet and the optional visor.

�Aerodynamically clean without tail: The Charly NO LIMIT JET enables
an unobstructed upward view and avoids neck injuries.

�An optional polycarbonate visor reduces air drag considerably and
can be ordered additionally.
�The chin guard causes virtually no blind spots.

HHe300 white with visor brown tinted

�Aerodynamically clean without tail: The Charly NO LIMIT enables an
unobstructed upward view and avoids neck injuries.

Weight: 650 g + Visier 114 g
Sizes:
S (55/56), M (57/58), L (59/60), XL (61/62), XXL (63)
(Head circumference in cm)
Art.#

Charly NO LIMIT with clear visor

HHe30

NL white with clear visor

€

HHe31

NL blau-, anthrazit metallic with clear visor

€

259,25

HHe32

NL carbon-optic with clear visor

€

282,75

Art.#

Charly NO LIMIT without

HHe300

NL white without visor

€

209,50

HHe310

NL blau-, anthrazit metallic without visor

€

212,50

HHe320

NL carbon-optic without visor

€

236,00

Art.#

256,25

HHe310 anthrazit metallic

HHe3500

�The full textile interior lining in 5 fixed sizes offers maximum wearing
comfort. The breathable padding is skin-friendly and antibacterial.
Also the comfortable ear pads and the well-padded internal chin
strap contribute to the wearing comfort.

HHe310 bllue

HHe31J blue-metallic

Weight: 620 g + Visier 114 g
Sizes:
S (55/56), M (57/58), L (59/60), XL (61/62), XXL (63)
(Head circumference in cm) XXL only in white and carbon-optic
Art.#

Charly NO LIMIT JET with clear visor

HHe30J

NLJ white with clear visor

€

256,25

HHe31J

NLJ blue-, anthrazit metallic with clear visor

€

259,25

HHe32J

NLJ carbon-optic with clear visor

€

282,75

Art.#

Charly NO LIMIT JET without visor

HHe300J

NLJ white without visor

€

209,50

HHe310J

NLJ blue-, anthrazit metallic without visor

€

212,50

HHe320J

NLJ carbon-optic without visor

€

236,00

HHe320 carbon-optic

HHe351

HHe35

NO LIMIT Accessories

HHe31J anthrazit metallic

HHe300J white

HHe350

HHe3500

47,50

HHe35

Visor clear (Filter category 0)

€

47,50

50,00

HHe350

Visor brown tinted (Filter category 2)

€

50,00

€

50,00

€

65,00

€

10,50

Visor clear (Filter category 0)

HHe350

Visor brown tinted (Filter category 2)

€

HHe352

Visor dark grey tinted (Filter cat. 3)
Visor mirrored*

€
€

65,00

HHe352

Visor dark grey tinted (Filter cat. 3)
Visor mirrored*

HHe351

Set of visor screws with grid insert

€

10,50

HHe351

Set of visor screws with grid insert

HHe73

Premium fleece protection bag

HHe73

Premium fleece protection bag

* The mirrored visor is very sensitive and must be handled with care (e.g. transported in a helmet bag).

50,00

€

9,50

HHe3500

HHe300 NL white + HHe3500 visor

�An optional polycarbonate visor reduces air drag considerably and
can be ordered additionally. There is enough room for eye glasses under the helmet and the optional visor.

HHe320J carbon-optic

HHe351

NO LIMIT JET Accessories

HHe35

�The full textile interior lining in 5 fixed sizes offers maximum wearing
comfort. The breathable padding is skin-friendly and antibacterial.
Also the comfortable ear pads and the well-padded internal chin
strap contribute to the wearing comfort.

HHe310 blue

Art.#
€

HHe3500

HANGGLIDER

Competition helmet with aramid fiber reinforcement

�Aramid fiber reinforced outer shell, manufactured in a vacuum highpressure moulding process, that surpasses even carbon fiber helmets
in terms of impact strength and perforation resistance.

HHe350

INSTRUMENTS

Charly NO LIMIT

NO LIMIT Features

HHe35

GLOVES

AIR SPORTS HELMETS

AIR SPORTS HELMETS

HHe300 white

HELMETS

€

9,50

HHe300J NLJ white + HHe350 visor

* The mirrored visor is very sensitive and must be handled with care (e.g. transported in a helmet bag).

Photo: www.nova.eu
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ELECTRICALLY HEATED GLOVES
Charly`s innovative Li-Ion battery heating system
Battery heatable gloves
In contrast to foil-based heating systems, which can only be attached to the backs of the
hands and fingers due to their low flexibility, the flexible textile heating wires of CHARLY
heated gloves run along the sides of the fingers and over the fingertips. This is crucial for
warming the whole hand, because it takes into account the body's reaction to direct the
blood away from the extremities to the inside of the body in very cold weather in order to
supply the vital organs.
The protected positioning of the heater between the fingers also has the advantage that heat
loss to the outside is minimised. The gloves therefore heat noticeably warmer and longer.

Battery technology at the highest level
The flat, flexibly connected CHARLY high-performance Lipolymer 7.4V/2Ah/
14.8Wh double batteries are hardly noticeable in gloves, can be charged as
often as required and last for years if used and stored correctly.
2 CHARLY rechargeable batteries are included. Additional batteries can be
purchased separately.

Can be equipped with additional batteries
As the cuffs of CHARLY heated gloves are each equipped with two battery pockets, it is possible to connect a second CHARKY double battery per glove.
Depending on the set heating level, the heating time with one battery
charge is up to 10 hours. No battery gloves offer more heating power!

3 selectable heating levels
22°C

44°C

5h

RED

BLUE

GREEN

POLARHEAT / POLARHEAT LIGHT

1h 45min

2h 30min

5h

POLARHEAT / POLARHEAT LIGHT

3h 30 min

5h

10h

2 h 30

Simple operations
3 heating levels can be selected on the control knob with integrated charge status display:
60°C

1 h 45

� 3 heating levels, indicated by a red, blue or green LED integrated in the push-button
� Temperatur of the heating wires:
red approx. 60°C, blue approx. 44°C, green approx. 22°C
� Heating time with 1 battery per glove: red 1h 45m, blue 2h 30m, green 5h
� Heating time with 2 battery per glove: red 3h 30m, blue 5h, green 10h
� The charge level indicator on the glove allows you to optimise the heating time.
� Charger for charging up to 4 batteries simultaneously
� Conductive leather on index finger and thumb for operating smartphones and tablets
� The flat, flexibly connected CHARLY high-performance Lipolymer 7.4V/2Ah/14.8Wh double batteries are hardly noticeable in gloves, can be charged as often as required and last for years if used
and stored correctly.
� Incl. practical cloth bag for storing the gloves, charger and batteries

Photo: www.nova.eu
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#HM1936B

Sizes* (Hand circumference in cm at finger base without thumb):
S (18,0-21,0 cm), M (20,5-22,0 cm), L ( 21,5-23,5 cm),
XL (22,5-24,5 cm), XXL (24,0-26,0 cm)

HANGGLIDER

Charly POLARHEAT

Battery heated gloves

Battery heated gloves

The Charly POLARHEAT LIGHT are universally suitable, soft and pliable
battery heated gloves, which cover a wide temperature range.
They are especially recommended for cycling, horseback riding and
paragliding in spring and autumn as well as for cross-country skiing or
ski touring.

The Charly POLARHEAT are very well insulated, robust and waterproof
Li-Ion heated gloves with Polartec® Micro Fleece lining, which are ideal
for winter paragliding or skiing even without the highly effective electric
heating being switched on.
They are also particularly recommended for people with Raynaud's syndrome or other circulatory disorders in the fingers.

Features

Scope of delivery

Charly POLARHEAT LIGHT

INSTRUMENTS

Charly POLARHEAT LIGHT

� 2 battery pockets per glove, allowing an extended heating time of up
to 10 hours
� Robust goat nappa leather on the palm, high-quality 3-layer Windblocker Softshell on the outside
� The extremely cozy high-tech Polartec® Micro Fleece lining and the
Primaloft® outer insulation keep the hands warm and dry even when
unheated
� Maximum breathability and sensitivity thanks to the smart use of
materials
� Important for paraglider pilots: long gauntlets with internal drawstring and flat integrated stopper, therefore no danger of line tangles

210,00

GLOVES

ELECTRICALLY HEATED GLOVES

Features

€

HELMETS

�
�
�
�
�

1 pair of Charly POLARHEAT LIGHT gloves
2 high-performance li-polymer 7.4V/2Ah/14.8Wh double batteries
Charger for simultaneous charging of up to 4 double batteries
Manual
Bag to transport gloves and accessories

€

229,50

Charly POLARHEAT

#HM1934B

Sizes* (Hand circumference in cm at finger base without thumb):
S (18,0-21,0 cm), M (20,5-22,0 cm), L ( 21,5-23,5 cm),
XL (22,5-24,5 cm), XXL (24,0-26,0 cm)

� 2 battery pockets per glove, allowing an extended heating time of up
to 10 hours
� Smooth and pliable goat nappa leather with permanently waterproof Eurotex® membrane
� The extremely cozy high-tech Polartec® Micro Fleece lining and the
Primaloft® outer insulation keep the hands warm and dry even when
unheated
� Easy to grip thanks to elastic neoprene in the ankle area and preshaped fingers
� Large Supergrip reinforcements on thumb, palm and sides prevent
early wear
� With practical leashes for attachment to the wrists
� Important for paraglider pilots: long gauntlets with internal drawstring and flat integrated stopper, therefore no danger of line tangles
Scope of delivery
�
�
�
�
�

1 pair Charly POLARHEAT gloves
2 high-performance li-polymer 7.4V/2Ah/14.8Wh double batteries
Charger for simultaneous charging of up to 4 double batteries
Manual
Bag to transport gloves and accessories

Charly LI-ION FIRE BASIC
Battery heated gloves
The Charly LI-ION FIRE is an electrically heated, thin glove that can be
worn as a glove liner with mittens or used stand-alone.
The Charly LI-ION FIRE fits like a second skin and is the ideal glove liner
when the "normal" glove is no longer warm enough. The extra-soft,
highly breathable fabric, equipped with Windblocker Softshell on the
back of the hand, provides an additional layer of insulation for extra
warmth. In extreme cold, the battery-powered heating can be switched
on. The Charly LI-ION FIRE can also be worn solo during the transition
period or on less cold days and is then ideal for winter walks or jogging.
For hang gliding and paragliding, the Charly LI-ION FIRE is used in conjunction with handfairings. Flight instruments with buttons or touchscreens can be easily operated through the glove.

Features

€

197,50

Charly LI-ION FIRE BASIC

#HM1929B

Sizes* (Hand circumference in cm at finger base without thumb):
S (18,0-21,0 cm), M (20,5-22,0 cm), L ( 21,5-23,5 cm),
XL (22,5-24,5 cm), XXL (24,0-26,0 cm)

* If you are unsure between two sizes, we recommend the larger size.

62

� Tight yet particularly comfortable fit, thanks to soft and supple materials
� Windblocker softshell insulation at the back of the hand
� Neoprene cuff for comfortable padding of the batteries
� Precise operation of flight instruments with buttons or touchscreen
through the glove
� Can be flexibly used year-round stand-alone or as a glove liner
� Incl. battery charger and practical cloth bag for storage

LI-ION POLYMER REPLACEMENT BATTERY

Charly EXTENSION CABLE

for battery heated gloves

for battery heated gloves

The Charly LI-ION POLYMER REPLACEMENT BATTERIES with 7.4 V /
2000 mAh for heatable gloves by Charly:

Practical EXTENSION CABLES for Charly battery heated gloves. The
Charly EXTENSION CABLES allow external connection of the Li-Ion batteries of Charly heated gloves.

• LI-ION POLARHEAT LIGHT
• LI-ION POLARHEAT
• LI-ION FIRE BASIC

Please note: The price refers to 1 twin battery pack! For glove models
with 1 battery pocket per glove you need 1 twin battery pack per side,
glove models with 2 battery pockets per glove can be equipped with
2 twin battery packs per side.

For example, the batteries can be stowed in an inside jacket pocket,
and connected to the gloves via the extension cables routed through
the sleeves. Practical when, for example, the glove cuffs should fit comfortably under tighter jacket sleeves!
The set includes 2 pcs. extension cables of 1 m length each, suitable for
1 pair of Charly battery heated gloves.

€

€

39,80

LI-ION REPLACEMENT BATTERY

#HM1930

5,80

EXTENSION CABLE

#HM1929V
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Charly WINDSTOPPER Fleece
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Charly WINDSTOPPER FLEECE

Charly TOUCH COMBI

Summer air sports gloves, heatable with activated carbon heat packs

2-in-1 fingered gloves / mittens

Charly's WINDSTOPPER FLEECE is a windproof and breathable summer
air sports glove, but thanks to specially designed pockets for activated
carbon heat packs in the gauntlets, it is your optimal companion also on
colder days and in the transitional season. Very practical are the conductive inserts at the thumb and index finger that enable precise touch
screen operation.

The Charly TOUCH COMBI is a comfortably soft, breathable and pliant
year-round paragliding glove, that is also ideally suited for cross-country
skiing, biking and horseback riding in the winter. Its special features is
that it combines the benefits of a sensitive finger glove with the superior
thermal performance of a heatable mitten. While other heated finger
gloves heated with warmerpads can only warm the back of the hand or
the wrist joint because of the limited way to install the warmerpads, the
flexibly applicable mitten-slip of the Charly TOUCH COMBI enables a precise heating of the fingers which are always the problem with cold hands.

Features

39,90

GLOVES

GLOVES

GLOVES

€

HELMETS

#HM18

� Improved follow-up model of our bestseller with fleece-lined goat
nappa leather on the palm and ergonomically engineered reinforcements made of robust Supergrip at areas that are particularly exposed while paragliding
� Elastic neoprene inserts in the knuckle area and pre-shaped fingers
for easier gripping
� Sensitive, slip-proof and breathable palm
� Long, wide fleece gauntlet that locks out the wind
� Hotliner pulse warmer: Pocket for activated carbon heat packs at
the inside of the wrist
� Touch functionality: Conductive, robust synthetic leather at the
thumb and index finger enable precise operation of touch screens

Sizes* (Hand circumference in cm at finger base without thumb):
M (20,6-21,8 cm), L ( 21,8-23 cm),

Features

€

69,90

Charly TOUCH COMBI

#HM1945

Sizes* (Hand circumference in cm at finger base without thumb):
S (18-20 cm), M (20,5-22,0 cm), L ( 22-23 cm),
XL (23-24 cm), XXL (25-26,5 cm)

� The key feature is the heating possibility of the fingers, due to the integrated mitten which is invisibly hidden at the back of the hand; if
required, it can be pulled out and put over the fingers. It is equipped
with special bags for the heat packs both at the upper side and under
side of the fingers, when wearing the gloves at freezing temperatures.
� If the mitten is not needed for a short time, it can be fixed with velcro
at the back of the hand, and does not bother you when using it as
finger glove.
� Soft PrimaLoft® insulation and breathable windblocker softshell material in the upperhand provide warm and dry hands, high-quality
goat nappa leather in the palm improves the grip and protects
against sweat.
� Extra leather reinforcements on the palm, the sides, and between
the little finger and the ring finger reduce abrasion during paragliding, e.g. when wrapping the lines.
� Elasticated inserts and preformed fingers for the easy grasping of
paraglider brake handles, ski pole grips, bike handlebars or reins.

Charly TOUCH LEDER
Year-round paragliding glove

Charly PROTECT

Charly TOUCH LEATHER is a comfortably soft, breathable and pliant
year-round paragliding glove.

All year round fingered glove with integrated weatherproof cover
The Charly PROTECT is a highly comfortable, windproof and breathable
all year round fingered glove that is ideally suited for paragliding, crosscountry skiing and for biking and horseback riding in the winter.
The clou is a completely waterproof 3-fingered cover that is invisibly
tucked away in the back of the hand and that can be pulled out and put
over the fingers when needed.

Features

€

58,80

Charly TOUCH LEDER

#HM1940

� Smooth, windproof, breathable and pliant soft shell outer layer;
high-quality goat nappa leather in the palm improves the grip and
protects against sweat
� Soft PrimaLoft® insulation provides for warm and dry hands; a
pocket at the back of the hand is designed for active carbon heat
packs; activated by exposure to aerial oxygen, they ensure pleasant
warmth approx. 6 hours in the case of severe cold
� Extra leather reinforcements on the palm, the sides, and between
the little finger and the ring finger reduce abrasion during paragliding, biking and horseback riding
� Conductive leather at the index and thumb allows the trouble-free
operation of smartphones with touchscreen (e.g. iPhone)
� Elasticated inserts and preformed fingers for the easy grasping of
paraglider brake handles, ski pole grips, bike handlebars or reins

Sizes* (Hand circumference in cm at finger base without thumb):
S (18,0-20,6 cm), M (20,6-21,8 cm), L ( 21,8-23 cm),
XXL (24,4-27,0 cm)

Aktivated HEAT PACKS
Extra warmth for your gloves

64

1,60

Aktivated Carbon HEAT PACKS (pair)

€

39,90

Charly PROTECT

#HM180

Sizes* (Hand circumference in cm at finger base without thumb):

Shrink-wrapped pouches filled with activated carbon and pulp; after opening the
packaging, they are activated by oxygen in
the air and provide pleasant warmth for up
to six hour

€

Features

S (18,0-20,6 cm), M (20,6-21,8 cm), L ( 21,8-23 cm)

� The windproof, breathable and pliant soft shell outer layer and highquality goat nappa leather on the palm ensure a pleasant climate
and sensitive grip; comfortable neoprene gauntlets keep the cold
outside and your wrists warm.
� Extra leather reinforcements on the palm, at the sides and between
the little finger and the ring finger reduce abrasion at the critical
wear points; elasticated inserts and preformed fingers improve the
wearing comfort and provide a secure grip.
� Anatomically placed pads reduce pressure on tendons and nerves in
the wrist and thus protect against carpal tunnel syndrome.
� A completely waterproof finger cover that is tucked away in the back
of the hand offers additional protection against sudden weather
changes.
� Conductive fabric at both index fingers and thumbs enables precise
operation of devices with capacitive touchscreens (e.g., smartphones, tablet computers, etc.).

#Hi159
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BOOTS
Charly FLEECE BALACLAVA

Hanwag SKY GTX

Snug balaclava with smooth outer surface

Boot for paraglider and hangglider pilots

The snug Charly FLEECE BALACLAVA has a smooth outer surface and
soft, elastic fleece on the inside. Its functional cut and the sufficiently
long neck part leave nothing to be desired.

Hanwag SKY GTX is a surprisingly lightweight boot for paraglider and
hangglider pilots. With its high upper and outstanding cushioning Vibram® Mars sole, the SKY GTX ensures high levels of security and protection against twisting an ankle during take-offs and landings. The suregrip tread provides good traction on different types of terrain. And the
turf cleats and waterproof GORE-TEX lining mean that wet, grassy
mountain terrain is no problem either. In addition, the membrane helps
prevent your toes from getting damp and cold at higher altitudes on
longer flights.

€

Features

18,00

Charly FLEECE BALACLAVA

#HM7F

Charly T-SHIRT EVOLUTION PG
T-shirt with paragliding motive
Das Charly EVOLUTION ist ein hochwertiges Baumwoll T-Shirt mit Print
auf der Brust und Charly Logo am Ärmel.

€
Material: Cotton

€

29,00

Sizes: M, L, XL

T-SHIRT EVOLUTION PG

219,00

Hanwag SKY GTX

#HM811

� Great cushioning and comfort, breathable, and durably waterproof
� Eyelet lacing (no line tangling)
� Click-Clamp: Special jamming eyelets allow a 2-zone lacing; the boot
can be laced independently on the fore- and midfoot and around the
ankle and shinbone
� Built-in ankle support
� Surprisingly lightweight, comfortable, and flexing
� Additional insulation integrated in the shaft and the sole unit
� Upper with 2 wrinkles for good flex
� Sole: Vibram® Mars
� Upper: Sportvelours/Air-Mesh
� Lining: Gore-Tex®
Weight (Größe 9): 615 g
Sizes: EUR 38-47 / UK 5-12

#HM412G

Charly T-SHIRT EVOLUTION HG
T-shirt with hang gliding motive
Charly EVOLUTION is a high-quality cotton t-shirt.

Material: Cotton

€

34,50

Sizes: M, L, XL

T-SHIRT EVOLUTION HG

#HM412H

Charly T-SHIRT EVOLUTION HG
Functional t-shirt with hang glider motive
Charly EVOLUTION is a high-quality functional shirt by Hanes.

Material 100 % polyester Sizes: M, L, XL

€

66

36,50

Functional T-SHIRT HG

#HM410H
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AIRSPEED INDICATOR
Skwatch BL300

Skwatch EOLE 1

The weather station with Bluetooth® support

Anemometer

Skywatch BL 400 - The weather station represents the measuring and GPS coordinates
graphically and digitally. The own measured
values are retrievable as well as the representation on a map. With the Skywatch App for
iOS 8.4 available free of charge or newer and
Android 4.4 or newer, the measured weather
data can easily be shown and saved in real
time on your own smartphone or tablet and
can be shared via Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and www.skywatch-bl.com.

The Skywatch EOLE 1 is the completely redesigned successor of Skywatch's popular
omni-directional windmeter EOLE. The Swissdesigned three-cup anemometer is accurate
in minimal winds yet robust enough for the
strongest winds. Waterproof, the device also
floats making it an ideal instrument for the
harshest environments. Thanks to its aluminium base for tripod attachment, the Skywatch EOLE 1 is also ideal for situations when
measuring windspeeds hands-free is necessary.

Measured values:
� Windspeed in km/h, m/s, Knoten, Beaufort
� Temperature in °C, °F
� Humidity in %

Features:
� Windspeed in km/h, m/s, Knoten, Beaufort
� 3-cup omni-directional impeller
� Backlit display
� Waterproof
� Aluminium base for tripod attachment

Size: ø 26 mm x Länge 116 mm
Weight: 66 g

€

175,00 Skywatch BL 300

Dimensions: 65 x 65 x 155 mm
#Hi1541

€

87,00

Weight: 235 g

Skywatch EOLE 1

#Hi158

Skwatch BL400

Skwatch METEOS 1

The weather station with Bluetooth® support

Anemometer

Skywatch BL 400 - The weather station represents the measuring and GPS coordinates
graphically and digitally. The own measured
values are retrievable as well as the representation on a map. With the Skywatch App for
iOS 8.4 available free of charge or newer and
Android 4.4 or newer, the measured weather
data can easily be shown and saved in real
time on your own smartphone or tablet and
can be shared via Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and www.skywatch-bl.com.

The Skywatch METEOS 1is the completely redesigned successor of Skywatch's popular
omni-directional windmeter METEOS. By contrast to its "little brother", Skywatch EOLE 1,
the Skywatch METEOS 1 also possesses a thermometer. The Swiss-designed three-cup
anemometer is accurate in minimal winds yet
robust enough for the strongest winds. Thanks
to its aluminium base for tripod attachment,
the Skywatch METEOS 1 is also ideal for situations when measuring windspeeds hands-free is necessary.

Measured values like BL 300 + additionally:

Features:

� Pressure in hPa, mbar

like Skywatch EOLE 1, additionally
� Temperature current / Wind Chill

Size: ø 26 mm x Länge 116 mm
Weight: 66 g

€

189,00 Skywatch BL 400

Dimensions: 65 x 65 x 155 mm
Weight: 235 g
#Hi1542

€

98,50

Skywatch METEOS 1

#Hi159

Skwatch WIND

Skwatch BL500

Skwatch XPLORER 2

The practical wind speed indicator Made in Switzerland

The weather station with Bluetooth® support

Pocket anemometer

Skywatch BL 500 - The weather station represents the measuring and GPS coordinates
graphically and digitally. The own measured
values are retrievable as well as the representation on a map. With the Skywatch App for
iOS 8.4 available free of charge or newer and
Android 4.4 or newer, the measured weather
data can easily be shown and saved in real
time on your own smartphone or tablet and
can be shared via Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and www.skywatch-bl.com.

The Skywatch XPLORER 2 is an handy instrument "Designed in Switzerland", which delivers very precise measuring values despite its
small dimensions.
Features: Windspeed (current, maximal),
Temperature: (current, Windchill, maximal,
minimal, water), One-button operation,
Backlit display, Weatherproof (can be submerged up to 1 m), Replaceable lithium battery (included in delivery),
Stainless steel back, Auto-Power-Off (can be deactivated), Incl. lanyard

The JDC ELECTRONIC Skywatch Wind measures wind speed, air temperature and wind
chill quickly and accurately. The newest
member of the JDC ELECTRONIC family is
small enough to be easily carried anywhere,
resistant to dust and shock, and equipped
with a user-replaceable propeller.
• Measurement data: Wind speed, air temperature
• High contrast LCD display
• Waterproof and floatable • Replaceable propeller
• Insensitive to dust and vibrations • Auto-Off Function
• Integrated lithium battery (sufficient for at least 250,000 measurements)

€

55,00

Skywatch WIND

Measured values like BL 300 and BL 400 + additionally:
Dimensions: 41 x 93 x 17 mm

� UV-Index

Dimensions: 41 x 109 x 17 mm
Weight: 30 g

68

HELMETS

Size: ø 26 mm x Länge 116 mm
Weight: 66 g
#Hi156W

€

199,00 Skywatch BL 500

€

49,90

Weight: 50 g

Skywatch XPLORER 2

#Hi156

#Hi1543
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FLIGHT INSTRUMENTS MOUNTINGS

INSTRUMENTS / PHOTO MOUNTINGS

Charly 2-POINT LEG MOUNT

INSTRUMENT COCKPIT MOUNT

MOUNT WITHOUT BALL JOINT M1.5

MOUNT WITHOUT BALL JOINT M5

Leg mount with adjustable angle

Mount with adjustable angle

Camera mount for hang glider. - Max. Load capacity 1,5 kg

Camera mount for hang glider. - Max. Load capacity 5 kg

The 3/8 inch thread of the Finsterwalder mount is suitable for all camera ball joints.

The 3/8 inch thread of the Finsterwalder mount is suitable for all camera ball joints.

These can in turn be attached to all instrument housings via the Finsterwalder PLATE with 1/4 inch thread which is available as an accessory.

These can in turn be attached to all instrument housings via the Finsterwalder PLATE with 1/4 inch thread which is available as an accessory.

Max. load: 1,5 kg

Max. load: 5 kg

The the comfortable Charly 2POINT LEG MOUNT provides
for reliable instrument fixation on the thigh.

Thanks to its individually adjustable angle, the Charly INSTRUMENT COCKPIT MOUNT
(frontcockpit mount) provides
for good display readability in
any situation.
Weight: 37 g

The dual leg straps ensure a uniform
pressure distribution. The variable angle
can be adjusted easily and quickly. The leg
mount is attached to the harness and secured
by means of a safety strap with closure.
Weight: 108 g

FLUGINSTRUMENTE

€

34,00 Charly 2-POINT LEG MOUNT

#Hi5520

€

16,90 INSTRUMENT COCKPIT MOUNT

#Hi15521

€

9,80 MOUNT WITHOUT BALL JOINT M1.5

#Hi80

€

TEXTILE PROTECTIVE COVER for E-TREX

FLEXIBLE ANGLE MOUNT

Finsterwalder BALL JOINT small

Finsterwalder KUGELKOPF large

Cover and mount for paragliding flight instruments

Mount for paragliding flight instruments

Instrument or camera mount for hang gliding

Instrument or camera mount for hang gliding

The Charly TEXTILE PROTECTIVE COVER
can be used to attach the variometer to the
frontcockpit pocket, the frontcockpit rescue container or to the chest strap using the
FLEXIBLE METALL ANGLE MOUNT. With the
BASE PLATE VARIO & GPS two instruments
can be attached to the metal angle mount
or to the PARAGLIDING LEG MOUNT.

€

12,50 PROTECTIVE COVER for E-TREX

#Hi9660

Instruments can be attached to the Charly
FLEXIBLE ANGLE MOUNT by means of a Velcro® strap. The metal angle mount can then
be fixed to the chest strap.
With the BASE PLATE VARIO & GPS two instruments can be attached to the FLEXIBLE
ANGLE MOUNT or to the PARAGLIDING LEG
MOUNT.

€

9,80 FLEXIBLE ANGLE MOUNT

#Hi9600

#Hi81

Our ball joint with a diameter of 30 mm is usable
for cameras or instruments with a weight of up to
5 kg. Ball joint made from aluminium alloy.
Clamping with star knob 25 mm.

Thanks to its high clamping force and the
break-proof ball joint made from Titanal, our
Finsterwalder BALL JOINT with a diameter of 25
mm is usable also for heavy cameras or instruments with a weight of up to 5 kg.

Upper thread 1/4 Zoll - Bottom thread 3/8 Zoll, øHousing 25 mm, Height 62
mm, Base plate 26 mm, øBall 18 mm, øClamping wheel 30 mm

Upper thread 1/4 Zoll - Bottom thread 3/8 Zoll, øHousing 30 mm, Height 62
mm, Base plate 26 mm, øBall 18 mm, øClamping wheel 30 mm

€

€

14,00 Finsterwalder BALL JOINT small

#Hi85

18,50 Finsterwalder KUGELKOPF large

#Hi86

Finsterwalder UNIVERSAL MOUNT

SINGLE MOUNT WITH MOUNTING PLATE

PLATE with 1/4 inch thread

Finsterwalder HALL SPEED SENSOR

Hang gliding mount for flight instruments.

Hang gliding mount for varios and other devices.

Plate with thread for camera mountings and ball joints

Precise wind and air speed indicator for hang glider and paraglider

The Finsterwalder UNIVERSAL
MOUNT for radio sets and instruments without a thread.

€

21,40 Finsterwalder UNIVERSAL MOUNT

#Hi95

The Finsterwalder hang gliding SINGLE
MOUNT WITH MOUNTING PLATE for varios (e.g. by Flytec or Bräuniger) and other
flight instruments.
Measures: 60 x 120 mm

€

19,00 SINGLE MOUNT WITH MOUNTING PLATE

The Finsterwalder PLATE with 1/4 inch thread can be screwed on any
instrument frame to equip it with a thread.

The Finsterwalder HALL SPEED SENSOR is a
proven, astonishing accurate and robust
speedometer. The Finsterwalder HALL
SPEED SENSOR can be mounted with a corresponding Finsterwalder MOUNTING to all
types of faired tubing and paraglider harnesses.
For hang gliders, two Finsterwalder HALL
SPEED SENSOR versions are available for 1080 km/h or 10-130 km/h (weight with mount
and material sleeve: 170 g).

Measures: 13 x 50 x 3 mm

€

3,90

PLATE with 1/4 inch thread

#Hi94

UNVERSAL BALL JOINT MOUNT

BALL JOINT MOUNT WITH ARM for varios

PG-MOUNTING for HALL SPEED SENSOR

Light instrument mount for hang gliding.

Mount for varios.

Mounting for paraglider

Instruments can be attached to
the ball joint by the use of two
screws.

The Finsterwalder BALL JOINT
MOUNT WITH ARM is a mount for
variometer.

Mounting for the Finsterwalder
HALL SPEED SENSOR at your
paraglider.
The Finsterwalder MOUNTING is
suitable for all paragliding harnesses.

Available for hang gliders and
paragliders.

For paragliders a version for 10-50 km/h is
available (weight with mount and material
sleeve: 70 g).

€
€

€

70

17,50 MOUNT WITHOUT BALL JOINT M5

12,50 UNVERSAL BALL JOINT MOUNT

#Hi83

€

53,50 BALL JOINT MOUNT WITH ARM

#Hi550

€

8,50 PG-MOUNTING for HALL SPEED SENS.

#Hi1400

Type

Speed

Length

Weight

Hang glider

10 - 80 km/h

19 cm

60 g

Hang glider

10 - 130 km/h

19 cm

60 g

39,90 Finsterwalder HALL SPEED SENSOR

13,50
€
16,00

#Hi141

HG-mounting short for HALL speed sensor #Hi140
HG-mounting long for HALL speed sensor

#Hi142
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FEX-HANGGLIDERS

Charly KNEE HANGERS
Hang Glider Harness
Comfortably padded, certified harness, originally developed for hanggliding. This harness is also used for climbing gardens, adventure playgrounds and theatre stages. The pulley on the suspension enables continuously positions between lying, tilted forward and hanging forward.
Material: robust Cordura fabric and scrub-resistant straps.
From an order of 4 harnesses, you can ask for individual modifications
for an additional charge.

Sizes: S (1.50-1.68 m), M (1.70-1.85 m), L (1.82-2.00 m)

€

442,00

Charly KNEE HANGERS

#HGu5

Hang Glider-Skyfloating Harness
Extremely comfortable skyfloating harness, does not hinder by take-off,
thus ideal for the practise hill. Extremely comfortable
skyfloating harness, does not hinder by take-off, thus
ideal for the practise hill. Super small packable and
light-weight. Rescue system can be attached on the
side or (if equiped with a special aid-chute container)
the back.

€

285,00

Weight: 1,2 kg

Skyfloater SUPINE HARNESS

SPREADER BAR

RUNNER SLING for pilot hang-in

Spreader bar for paraglider harnesses

Runner sling for hang gliders

#HGu101

Runner sling for pilot hang-in at hang glider.
Tensile strength: 2.500 kp
Width: 25 mm

142,00 SPREADER BAR

#HGu110

Good flight qualities are the result of a perfect interplay between
several construction components: sail cut, batten and wing
tube flexibility, frame geometry, ...Finsterwalder‘s „Fexes“
represent the perfect mix that has found after many years
of optimization. While competition gliders achieve performance through a high aspect ratio and accept
handling disadvantages, Finsterwalder‘s concept for all-round gliders is a relatively small,
negatively V-shaped sail area. This way, performance is achieved by a low profile offset. This special concept enables the combination of excellent
flight qualities and surprisingly high performance. Thanks to their effortless steering behavior and the advantages of the negative V-shape
during thermal centering, the Fexes‘ performance
can easily be accessed even by less experienced pilots. Finsterwalder‘s concept for intermediate gliders has meanwhile been copied several times, however, until now, has not yet been fully achieved. You
can assure yourself of our gliders‘ qualities in the test
reports of several air sports magazines. You can access
them online via www.finsterwalder-charly.de/en/ downloads.html (we will gladly send you printed copies of the test
reports on request).

storage, checks and repairs. Please find further details in the test
reports of several air sports magazines. The Snap Lock System is
the only super short pack system for hang gliders that is widely
used today. You can visit our shop in Munich and we will gladly
demonstrate or instruct you on the system free of charge.

3. Unbeatably light and robust
Thanks to their well-engineered construction and high-quality
materials, the Fexes endured all trials on the DHV test vehicle
even at top speed.Years of tough use at flight schools show that
despite their lightweight construction and short pack possibility, the Fexes do not have to compromise in terms of robustness.All components have demonstrated their durability. Due
to their high quality, used Fexes regularly achieve top prices
when resold. We exclusively use specially manufactured
tubes in special sizes, seamlessly drawn from 7075 T6 aluminum alloy with a strength of 650 N/mm2. The tubes are
eddy-current tested, mechanically polished and anodized
both inside and outside.All Fexes are delivered with aerodynamically shaped fittings and ultra-light profiled
AEROFOIL® and AEROSAFE® king posts and A-frame tubes
forged from aircraft-grade aluminum.

2. Unique 2 m short pack possibility

€

€

While other hang glider manufacturers worry about decreasing sales figures, Finsterwalder‘s „Fexes“ are experiencing a revival and
have almost attained cult status. More than 1.000 highly satisfied leisure pilots currently fly our gliders and gladly recommend them
to others.

1. Good flight qualities

Skyfloater SUPINE HARNESS

Sizes: M/L, L/XL

Three reasons that make Finsterwalder‘s gliders so popular

7,00 RUNNER SLING 30, 35, 40 cm
€
8,00 RUNNER SLING 45, 50, 55 cm
€
9,00 RUNNER SLING 60, 65, 70 cm

#Au12/40
#Au12/60
#Au12/120

Charly TOWING RELEASE S2

In addition to the conventional rigging system and packing dimensions of 5,50 respectively 3,80 m, all Finsterwalder gliders can optionally be short-packed to just 2,00 x 0,35 x 0,25 m thanks to their unique
click system.Finsterwalder‘s sophisticated click system, where the sail
is pulled off the tubing, has been brought to perfection over many
years. The procedure does not stress the material and allows for the
use of supported leading edges. The Snap Lock System with Finsterwalder‘s specially developed quick release fasteners enables the complete tool-less disassembly respectively rigging of the glider within 1020 minutes. Moreover, the click system is advantageous for transport,

A-frame attachment with high-tech fittings, aerodynamically shaped A-frame corner and Perunal nose plate.

One-step towing release for hang gliding and paragliding.
The Charly TOWING RELEASE S2 is
the improved version of the ultralight, reliable, and approved release
for paraglider- or hang glider-UL towing (lower risk of injury in case of
rope rips). Easy handling! With DHV
certification.
Weight: 150 g Tensile strength: 500 kg

€

72

54,00

Charly TOWING RELEASE S2

#HS300
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FEX-HANGGLIDERS

FEX-HANGGLIDERS
Finsterwalder PERFEX

Finsterwalder FUNFEX S

2 m Short pack-Skyfloater

Intermediate Double Sail Hangglider

Perfection in light-weight construction. One of our most successful gliders in terms of outstanding performance (for a floater) and wonderful
handling. No surprise that the Perfex as with the Lightfex recieved top
marks by test reports.
Unique for all floaters are the fittings: Perunal tubing for glider-frame
and sail battens, aerodynamic A-frame, king-post and sundry fittings as
well as a perfectly profiled leading edge with mylar reinforcing and nose
fairing.

The minimal weight abd good flight characteristics of the Funfex have
become almost legendary over the years. Today the Funfex is still unbeatable when it comes to experiencing a maximum of enjoyment in the
air with a minimum of effort.

Surface:
Span:
Nose angel:
Weight:
V-min:
V-max:
Glide ratio:

16 m²
9,4 m
120°
22 kg
22 km/h
80 km/h
1:10

The reason for this is the often copied (but never achieved) design which
combines a low aspect ratio with astonishing performance.
Surface:
Span:
Nose angel:
Weight:
V-min:
V-max:
Glide ratio:

Upper battens:
15
Lower battens:
Tip battens spring loaded
Packing lengths: 1,95/3,8/5,5 m
Rec. pilot weight: 70-105 kg
Max. loading:
101 kg
Certification:
DHV 1 - 2

€
€

4.985,00

Finsterwalder PERFEX

16 m²
9,4 m
120°
24 kg
25 km/h
80 km/h
1:10,5

5.490,00

Upper battens:
15
Lower battens:
4
Tip battens spring loaded
Packing lengths: 1,95/3,8/5,5 m
Rec. pilot weight: 68-95 kg
Max. loading:
97 kg (112 kg DULV)
Certification:
DHV 2

Finsterwalder FUNFEX S

#F1000

#P1000

Finsterwalder AIRFEX
Intermediate Double Sail Hangglider
The intermediate glider for new pilots, the Airfex is much lighter than
other double surface gliders (23 kg) an thus ideal for smaller pilots with
a weight of between 50 and 70 kg.
Statically fully balanced and equiped with a smaller handier A-frame,
the Airfex is unbeatable when it comes to ground handling. Also worth
mentioning are the easy landing characteristics of this glider.
Surface:
Span:
Nose angel:
Weight:
V-min:
V-max:
Glide ratio:

Finsterwalder LIGHTFEX
Floater for light pilots

13,8 m²
9m
120°
22 kg
27 km/h
80 km/h
1:10,5

Upper battens:
15
Lower battens:
4
Tip battens spring loaded
Packing lengths: 1,85/3,75/5,2 m
Rec. pilot weight: 50-70 kg
Max. loading:
89 kg
Certification:
DHV 2

Our floater for light pilots has performance data which can otherwise
only be matched by good intermediate gliders.
It's agility makes almost effortless flying possible, yet in spite of this
there is no tendency whatsoever to yaw, which means that less experienced pilots feel well in control of the Lightfex. Although on of the
lightest weight gliders available, the Lightfex due to it's high quality
construction and materials can bear the brunt of the hardest of days on
the practise hill.

€
Art.#

Surface:
Span:
Nose angel:
Weight:
V-min:
V-max:

€

14 m²
9m
120°
19,5 kg
24 km/h
80 km/h

4.985,00

Upper battens:
15
Lower battens:
Tip battens spring loaded
Packing lengths: 1,85/3,75/5,2 m
Rec. pilot weight: 45-75 kg
Max. loading:
90 kg

Finsterwalder LIGHTFEX

#L1000

Finsterwalder AIRFEX

#A1000

FEX-GLIDERS OPTIONS
Supine A-frame incl. special rigging instead of Aframe for a lying down position
Round pipe or lighweight round pipe uprights instead of Aerosafe uprights for Perfex/Lightfex
Speedbar with bayonet fitting and safety rope instead of straight base tube

kostenlos
kostenlos
kostenlos

A84

Wing tip protectors, pair

€

25,00

FHa63

Keel tube extension for Funfex (rigging aid)

€

69,00

Pa10

Packing bag short (2,00 m) with shoulder carrying straps

€

HPa20

Premium packing bag long

€

159,05
159,00

Test Spaßvögel

FEX-GLIDERS REPLACEMENT UPRIGHT

74

5.490,00

Tr22M1

AS-REPLACEMENT UPRIGHT for Funfex/Airfex

€

66,70

Tr22M2

AS-REPLACEMENT UPRIGHT for Perfex/Lightfex

€

66,70

Lesen Sie, was Zeitschriften über das bisher
unübertroffene Konzept unserer Fexe schreiben.

Tr22M3

AS-REPLACEMENT UPRIGHT for Speedfex

€

66,70

Download unter www.finsterwalder-charly.de
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HARDWARE FOR HANGGLIDER

AEROSAFE PROFILED UPRIGHT

AEROFOIL-PROFILED UPRIGHT

PRE-CUT AS/ AF UPRIGHT

Finsterwalder SPEEDBAR

Undrilled upright with rubber edge.

Profiled-Upright

Pre-cut Aerosafe/Aerofoil uprights

Speedbar from high-strength aircraft aluminium

(stated reinforcement tubes included), other lengths on request:

Finsterwalder AEROSAFE PROFILED uprights are
used by renowned hang glider manufacturers in
Italy, France, Great Britain, the USA and Australia,
and are thus available worldwide. The most common injuries during hanggliding are arm fractures
that happen when the pilot hits against the Aframe in a crash landing. Finsterwalder AEROSAFE
PROFILED uprights have a cushioned rear edge
and are only 1.5 times stiffer in longitudinal than in
transverse direction. This way, they slow down the
pilot smoothly while their hard and tough alloy is
deformed strongly (weight only 520 g/m).

Select:
AS = AEROSAFE
AF = AEROFOIL

Surface

Funfex S, Airfex S, Perfex S

AS/AF

Funfex S, Airfex S, Perfex S supine

AS/AF

Funfex, Perfex, Lightfex

length in mm

Reinforcement
length in mm

Special
fittings

€

p

1470

-

-

66,70

p

1326

-

-

66,70

AS/AF

p

1511

-

-

66,70

Funfex, Perfex, Lightfex supine

AS/AF

p

1367

-

-

66,70

Speedfex

AS/AF

p

1570

-

-

66,70

Topfex

AS/AF

p

1645.5

-

-

66,70

Sting 118

AS

p

1485

0,83

-

74,80

Sting 145, Sting 154

AS

p

1650

0,83

-

74,80

Finsterwalder

Length: 53,5 mm

Art.#
Tr22ASM2
Tr22ASM3

Width: 26 mm

Length: 49,5 mm

Width: 26 mm

AS/AF

p

1570

0,83

-

74,80

Blitz 146, Blade 141

AS

p

1700

0,83

-

øInner diameter: 22 mm

76,50

Blitz 155, Blade 153

AS

p

1750

1,00

-

76,50

Aeros
Stealth 14

AEROFOIL-PROFIL TRAPEZSTANGE

48,00

AS-poliert silver up to 1,65 m

66,70

Please note: We cut uprights to the desired length and deliver them undrilled (customized tubes are
non-returnable).

The AEROSAFE reinforcement tube system allows for
customized upright stability. The tubes can be
adapted to different pilots and upright lengths in such
a way, that optimum crash safety is provided (installed
reinforcement tubes are non-returnable).

-

Tr221

AS-Reinforcement tube length 0,83 m

€

Tr22

AS-Reinforcement tube length 1,00 m

€

Tr23

AS-Reinforcement tube length 1,25 m

€

Surcharge for safety cable installation

Tr29

Safety cable for own installation

AS

s

1575

0,83

-

66,20

K2, K4, K5, Kiss

AS/AF

s

1649

1,00

-

71,40

K3, Magic 185

AS/AF

s

1778

1,25

-

74,80

AS

s

1620

-

-

55,20

P5/...

ROUND PIPE UPRIGHT

Rage 157, Desire 141

AS/AF

p

1616

1,00

¤

78,80

Tr6/26

Desire 151, Elite 150

AS/AF

p

1670

1,00

¤

78,80

Anodized, undrilled, round upright

Foil 139C, Aero 165

AS/AF

p

1640

1,00

¤

78,80

Aero 145

AS/AF

p

1568

0,83

¤

77,60

Foil 150, 160, 170, 152 C

AS/AF

p

1740

1,00

¤

80,30

Foil 140

AS/AF

p

1558

0,83

¤

77,60

Tr22AFM1
Tr22AFM3

€

AF-matt silver up to 1,80 m

€

AF-poliert silver up to 1,80 m

55,20
66,70

Please note: We cut uprights to the desired length (customized tubes are non-returnable)

Calypso

Apco
Santana

Enterprise Wings

øInner: 25,1 mm øOuter: 28,5 mm

Weight: 405 g/m

Firebird (ab Bj. 1998)
Laser, Uno, New Wave,
Classic, Quattro

AS/AF

w

1640

0,83

-

77,60

RCS

AS/AF

s

1698

-

-

55,20

Cut

AS/AF

s

1650

-

-

55,20

GTR 148

AS

p

1595

0,83

-

74,80

GTR 162, 175, Brazil 142, 155, 169

AS

p

1650

0,83

-

74,80

Laminar, Relax

AS

p

1650

0,83

-

74,80

Atlas, Azur, Profil, Probe

AS

g

1600

-

-

59,20

Topless

AS

g

1700

-

-

70,20

AS

p

1567

-

-

59,20

XS 155, 169

AS/AF

p

1567

0,83

-

70,20

XT 145

AS/AF

s

1498

-

-

55,20

XT 165

AS/AF

s

1651

1,00

-

66,10

84,00
96,00

€

112,00
€

25,30
€

9,50

Bolt 5 mm, drilled, usable length 26, 47 or 54 mm

€

1,25

Bolt 6 mm, drilled, pan head, usable length 26 mm

€

1,35

R5

Retaining ring 1,0 x 11 mm

€

0,30

R6

Retaining ring 1,5 x 17 mm

€

0,75

DIV

Standard stainless steel screws used in glider
manufacture

M4-6

Stainless steel Polystop nuts M4, M5, M6

€

0,40

M8

Stainless steel Polystop nuts M8

€

0,60

N2,8-6,4

high-strength Monel metal blind rivet in different
lengths

Bolts with ring, screws, blind rivets

on request

on request

Guggenmoss

Art.#
Tr28M1

ROUND PIPE UPRIGHT
matt silver up to 1,645 m

€

46,00

matt silver up to 1,80 m

€

61,70

TRAPEZOIDAL CONNECT. ON REQUEST
Art. No. for connectors or trapezoidal head under fig.

7,00
8,00

Tr29/S

55,20

Airwave

Icaro 2000

La Mouette

Ve40

Moyes
XS 142

AF

p

1702

0,83

-

74,80

Merlin 145, 148, 158, 610

AS/AF

p

1653

0,83

-

74,80

Merlin 611

AS/AF

p

1750

1,00

-

79,90

Kestrel 133, 148, 158

AS/AF

p

1653

0,83

-

74,80

Spyder 14, 15

AS/AF

p

1653

0,83

-

74,80

Ace

AS

g

1650

0,83

-

77,60

Rumor

AS

g

1595

-

-

66,70

Reflex C, Vector

AS/AF

s

1628

-

-

59,20

Reflex CS

AS/AF

s

1580

-

-

59,20

AS

w

1600

-

-

77,60

AF

p

1630

1,00

-

79,90

Supersport 143, Spektrum 144

AS/AF

p

1575

0,83

-

70,20

Supersport 153, Spektrum 165,
Sport AT167, HP AT145 links

AS/AF

p

1651

1,25

-

73,60

AF

p

1651

1,25

-

86,30

AS/AF

p

1727

1,25

-

81,70

AF

p

1727

1,25

-

86,30

Sensor 510

AS REINFORCEMENT TUBE without assembly

Tr29/3

... with fitting for base tube locking system
custom made to the required length, suitable for our
control bar corners

66,20

Seedwings

Art.#

€

-

Please note: We cut uprights to the desired length (customized tubes are non-returnable)

for AEROSAFE-PROFIL UPRIGHT

0,83

€

Speedbar cut to length, drilled

-

Tr28M2

Extra REINFORCEMENT TUBE

1620

Speedbar undrilled, up to 1,57 m

Tr29/2
1520

AEROSAFE-PROFIL UPRIGHT
€

s

Tr29/1

s

Stealth klein

The Finsterwalder ROUND PIPE UPRIGHT made
from Avional (AlCuMg1), F38, matte silver anodized, undrilled.
€

AF

The Finsterwalder SPEEDBAR is suitable for trapezoidal corner diameters of 28.5 mm (1.125"). The inner
diameter of 25.1 mm is suitable for wheel stub axles.

AF

Art.#

øInner diameter: 22 mm

AS-matt gold up to 1,80 m

The Finsterwalder SPEEDBAR is made from highstrength aircraft aluminium (Avional) and mechanically polished, hence very lightweight and robust. It
features a rubber-coated grip area.

Airborn

Blitz 137

Another important safety factor of the
AEROSAFE's rubber edge is the fact that it improves glider control considerably during takeoff. The uprights are easier to hold, they rest
comfortably at the shoulders and enable a safe
grip even when wearing gloves. At the latest
when you try to spit in your hands through
your integral helmet, you will wish for Finsterwalder AEROSAFE PROFILED uprights! If your
glider is not equipped with Finsterwalder
AEROSAFE PROFILED uprights already, it can in most cases be upgraded to the reasonably priced AEROSAFE uprights using adapter fittings.

Profile

HANGGLIDER

Tr550

Tr550r/l

Tr551

Tr560

KTu5

10,00

Solar Wings

Ve10

Ve15

Ve20

Wire ropes and miscellaneous hardware
Ve40/1,5

Stainless steel wire rope 1,5 to 2,0 mm PA coated, per m

€

2,45

Ve40/2,5

dto. 2,5 to 3,5 mm PVC coated, per m

€

2,30

Ve30/2

Nicopress sleeve ø 2 mm for coated wire rope 1,5 mm

€

0,80

Ve30/2,5

Nicopress sleeve ø 2,5 mm

€

0,85

Ve30

Wire clamp (screw-tightened) for wire rope ø 2-4 mm

€

2,50

Ve20/2

Stainless steel thimble for rope ø 2-3 mm

€

0,85

Ve10

High-strength light metal tang 3 mm

€

3,00

Ve15

Stainless steel tang 1,2 mm

€

3,00

Ve70

Flexible PVC tubing, transparent

€

2,00

Ve71

Heat shrink tubing, transparent, ø 9,5/4 mm, per m

€

3,00

Thalhofer

Art.#

AS REINFORCEMENT TUBE with assembly

GT

Tr221M

AS-Reinforcement tube length 0,83 m

€

10,00

Tr22M

AS-Reinforcement tube length 1,00 m

€

11,00

Tr23M

AS-Reinforcement tube length 1,25 m

€

13,00

UP
Speed

Wills Wing
Tr550

Tr4

Tr23/8

Tr23/7

Tr23/7S

HP AT145 rechts
Supersport 163, Ram Air, Fusion,
HP AT158 links
HP AT158 rechts

Abbreviations:: s = silver mat anodised, g = gold mat anodised, p = silver polished anodised, w = white powder coated
¤ = if not existent, please order special AS/AF-adapters for top/bottom of your uprights € 11,50
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HARDWARE FOR HANGGLIDER

BALL LOCK PINS • HANDFAIRINGS

HIGH-STRENGTH TUBES

BALL LOCK PIN / QUICKPIN

HANDFAIRINGS for profiled speedbar

Finsterwalder is famous for a large selection of high strength super light-weight tubing from special aluminium alloys unavailable elsewhere. The
tubing is also used for sport aviation purposes. We should like to draw attention to the fact, that each individual tube should be specially tested
when used in safety critical situations. All tubing used in Finsterwalder gliders is from tested tubing of 7075 alloy!

Ball lock pin e.g. for aerospace construction and rehabilitation technology

Hang gliding handfairings for profiled speedbars

Abbreviations:
A x B = Outside diameter A mm, Wall thickness B mm
F = Tensile and compression strength pro mm 2
L = length of uncut tube (minimum order)

Moment of inertia:
Information about the rigidity and compression stability
of the tube. Is for all practical purposes independant of
the alloy type and tensile strength.

Art.#

Moment of inertia

A10

Saw cut, per cut (€/cut)

R22E

21,90 x 0,90, 150 g/m, AlZn4,5Mn, F = 38, L = 5,00 m

R22/0,4EP

€/m
0,75

2.660

8,00

22,00 x 0,45, anodised, 85 g/m, Perunal, F = 60, L = 4,75 m

1.770

15,90

R28

28,50 x 1,70, unanodised, 400 g/m, Avional, F = 38, L = 6,58 m

12.902

21,00

R28E

28,50 x 1,70, anodised, 400 g/m, Avional, F = 38, L = 1,32 / 6,58 m

12.902

24,35

32,40 x 0,90, unanodised, 234 g/m, Avional, F = 38, L = 6,00 m

11.065

14,00

32,40 x 0,90, pol.-anodised, 234 g/m, Avional, F = 38, L = 1,50 / 2,00 m

11.065

21,00

R32/0,9
R32/09PE
R40PE

40,00 x 0,85, pol.-anodised, 295 g/m, Perunal, F = 60, L = 1,62 m

20.785

40,00

R45

45,60 x 0,85, unanodised, 330 g/m, Perunal, F = 60, L = 6,00 m

29.223

40,90

R45E

45,60 x 0,85, anodised, 330 g/m, Perunal, F = 60, L = 6,00 m

29.923

43,70

R45PE

45,60 x 0,80, pol.-anodised, 330 g/m, Perunal, F = 60, L = 2,00 m

29.923

38,00

47,00 x 0,65, unanodised, 265 g/m, Perunal, F = 60, L = 1,90 m (2. Wahl)

25.752

28,80

R47/0,65
R47
R47/0,65PE

47,30 x 0,80, unanodised, 330 g/m, Perunal, F = 60, L = 5,75 m

31.596

41,40

47,30 x 0,65, pol.-anodised, 250 g/m, Perunal, F = 60, L = 1,91 m (2. Wahl)

25.752

28,80

R47PE

47,30 x 0,80, pol.-anodised, 330 g/m, Perunal, F = 60, L = 1,91 m

31.596

52,90

R52

52,00 x 0,90, unanodised, 390 g/m, Perunal, F = 60, L = 5,80 m

47.173

45,40

R52PE

52,00 x 0,90, pol.-anodised, 390 g/m, Perunal, F = 60, L = 1,92 m

47.173

59,20

R54

54,00 x 0,90, unanodised, 420 g/m, Perunal, F = 60, L = 5,90 m

52.931

47,40

54,00 x 0,90, pol.-elo., 420 g/m, Perunal, F = 60, L = 0,91 / 1,28 / 1,49 / 1,76 / 1,92 / 2,52 / 3,76 m

52.931

61,20

60,00 x 0,90, unanodised, 470 g/m, Perunal, F = 60, Länge auf Anfrage

72.974

57,80

R60PE

60,00 x 0,90, pol.-anodised, 470 g/m, Perunal, F = 60, L = 1,91 / ca. 2,00 m

72.974

71,90

R62PE

62,00 x 0,90, pol.-anodised, 485 g/m, Perunal, F = 60, L = 1,84 m

80.634

74,80

R54PE
R60

The Finsterwalder BALL LOCK PIN/
QUICKPIN is a self-locking bolt with push
button unlocking for numerous uses, especially in glider and aerospace construction and in the rehabilitation branch.
Shaft, axle and ball bearings of this quality product, which has proved its worth
since 1975, are made of high-strength
stainless steel. Three ball bearings instead
of the usual two result in twice the pullout strength.
Price per piece

SAIL BATTEN TUBES / WHITE CANE TUBES ALLOY TYPE 7075 T6
R8

unanodized 8.63x0.63, 44 g/m, F=63, L=3200 mm, drawn aluminum tubes 7075 T6

14,00

R11

unanodized 11.0x0.76, 68,5 g/m, F=76, L=3200 mm, drawn aluminum tubes 7075 T6

14,00

R12/0,45

unanodized 12x0.45, 46g/m, F=60, L=4800mm, drawn aluminum tubes 7075 T6

14,00

R12/0,45E

anodized 12x0.45, 46g/m, F=60, L=4800 mm

17,50

R13

unanodized 13.3x0.6, 67 g/m, F=60, L=3640 mm, drawn aluminum tubes 7075 T6

14,00

R13E

anodized 13.3x0.6, 67 g/m, F=60, L=2400 mm, T7075 T6

17,50

Art.#

BALL LOCK PIN / QUICKPIN

Be64/22

Use length 22 mm

14,80

Be64/25

Use length 25 mm

14,80

Be64/33

Use length 33 mm

14,80

Be64/38

Use length 38 mm

15,10

Be64/46

Use length 46 mm

15,70

Be64/48

Use length 48 mm (suitable for PINLOCK Carabiner)

15,70

Be64/50

Use length 50 mm

15,80

Be64/70

Use length 70 mm

16,20

€

The Charly HANDFARINGS are neoprene
gloves in a special design for profiled
speedbars which can easily be attached
or removed by means of Velcro® strips.
As slipping in and out of the gloves is
easy, re-gripping at take-off and instrument operation during flight is unproblematic.

Thanks to the outstanding insulating qualities of the neoprene, the
Charly HANDFAIRINGS can be used without inner gloves in the summer. In the
winter, they are worn in combination
with thin gloves. In the area of the fingers, inner pockets for active carbon
heatpacks are integrated in the Charly
HANDFAIRINGS. They provide for up to 6
hours of comfortable warmth even under arctic temperatures.
Price per pair.

€

69,50 HANDFAIRINGS f. profiled speedbar

HANDFAIRINGS for round speedbar

End cap for the Finsterwalder BALL LOCK PIN/ QUICKPIN

Hang gliding handfairings for round speedbars
The Charly HANDFARINGS are neoprene
gloves in a special design for round
speedbars. As slipping in and out of the
gloves is easy, re-gripping at take-off
and instrument operation during flight
is unproblematic.

Finsterwalder's SECURING END
CAP is equipped with a highstrength nylon cord and a snap
ring and is suitable for all Finsterwalder BALL LOCK PIN/ QUICKPIN.

TUBE-ACCESSORIES

DETENT BUTTON SPRUNG SNAPPERS

You will find the appropriate accessories for our range of pipes in our shop.

Finsterwalder speciality made of chrome-nickel stainless steel.
Please state version and inner tube diameter as several sizes are grouped under
the same article number!

#HM934

SECURITY CAPS

Please note that we usually stock tubes only in the stated lengths. Other lengths might be available but often have long delivery times.
Tubes with a length of more than 2 m often involve high packing and shipping costs. We split the tubes at Ball lock pins / Quickpins 0,75 € per cut but must, however,
charge for unusable offcuts. The minimum purchase quantity is 1 tube. We do not have cutoffs from our glider production. Rebates for bulk purchasers are possible.
Please ask us for a quote. Please give us one day‘s notice when picking up orders so that the tubes can be collected from our stock.

It serves as a stopper for the balls and thus prevents the unintended
release of the pin. Moreover, Finsterwalder's SECURING END CAP
avoids the ingress of dirt into the ball lock pin. A stainless steel ring inside the aluminium cap increases the ball lock pin's pull-off force in
axial direction. The cap is securely connected to the shaft by means of
the nylon cord and the snap ring.

HANGGLIDER

Thanks to the outstanding insulating
qualities of the neoprene, the Charly
HANDFAIRINGS can be used without inner gloves in the summer. In the
winter, they are worn in combination with thin gloves. In the area of
the fingers, inner pockets for active carbon heatpacks are integrated in
the Charly HANDFAIRINGS. They provide for up to 6 hours of comfortable warmth even under arctic temperatures.
Price per pair.

KSLS12
KSLE12

KS52
Be6..

Be6..D

Art.#

SECURITY CAPS

Be65

End cap for ball lock pin (pcs.)

€

€

46,90 HANDFAIRINGS for round speedbar

#HM931

5,00

Ha72
KSLE06

78

Se22

Art.#

TUBE-ACCESSORIES

KK18-25

Tube end caps for inner-ø 18, 20, 25 mm

KK36-58

KK...

Be6170

Be6171

Be6172

Art.#

DETENT BUTTON SPRUNG SNAPPERS

0,60

Be6/10-Be6/23

Sprung-snapper ø 5,3 mm, single snap, Gr.10-23

2,40

Tube end caps for inner-ø 36, 38, 44, 48, 50, 58 mm

1,50

Be6/10D-Be6/23D

Sprung-snapper ø 5,3 mm, double snap, Gr.10-23

3,00

K52

Saddle piece 50x60 Rohr-ø 47-54 mm

1,30

Be61/10-Be61/28

Sprung-snapper ø 6,4 mm, single snap, Gr.10-28

2,40

KSLS/KSLE

Tips/ends for sail battens for inner-ø 11, 12 mm

1,50

Be61/10D-Be61/28D

Sprung-snapper ø 6,4 mm, double snap, Gr.10-28

3,00

Se22

Adapter fitting, batten inner-ø 11 mm, to fiberglass 6 mm

0,80

Be61/30-Be61/51

Sprung-snapper ø 6,4 mm, single snap, Gr.30-51

2,40

Ha72/1

Joint plate 3 mm Avional

5,60

Be61/30D-Be61/51D

Sprung-snapper ø 6,4 mm, double snap, Gr.30-51

3,00

Be6170

Special-sprung-snapper

6,50

Be6171

Special-sprung-snapper

4,00

Be6172

Special-sprung-snapper

4,00

€

€

HANDFAIRINGS with map pocket
Hang gliding handfairings with map pocket
The Charly HANDFARINGS are warming
special gloves for attachment to the
speedbar. The fingers remain free for
take-off and instrument operation. In
the summer, the Charly HANDFARINGS
can also be used without additional inner gloves.
Price per pair.

€

29,50 HANDFAIRINGS with map pocket

#HM9N
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CONTROL BAR WHEELS

CONTROL BAR WHEELS
QUICK-SAFE control bar wheel

TRAINER WHEELS

Control bar wheels for hang gliding

Inflatable control bar wheels for flight schools and beginners

Who can rule out the possibility of a tail wind landing during changing
conditions? Now that light-weight, aerodynamic wheels, which meet
the needs of differing groups of pilots, are on the market, there’s no reason to do without them except arrogance. A good pilot has no need to
take unnecessary risks for reasons of prestige.
The Finsterwalder QUICK-SAFE are unbelievably lightweight, aerodynamic, and robust pull-apart control bar wheels, which have proven
their worth now for years. Their smooth elliptical shape causes no noteworthy air resistance, a characteristic that makes them very popular
also with competition pilots.

Due to their excellent shock absorption qualities, the Finsterwalder
TRAINER WHEELS are especially qualified for flight schools and beginners in hang gliding.
Wheel spacers prevent a lateral drift of the wheels to the middle of the
control bar. Outwards, the wheels are held in place by the A-frame uprights.
Dimensions: 260 x 85 mm
Weight: 950 g
Hub hole diameter: 35 mm

€

Features
� Can be attached to the rigged glider within a few seconds; problems
with putting down on steep rigging sites therefore do not exist.
� Are made of tough and strong polyamide (nylon) and weigh only 270 g
by measurements of 180 x 70 mm.
� Are available for control bars of different diamaters and, additionally,
in a version with a diameter of 35 mm for use with a VG cord channel
� Guarantee: We replace broken wheel halves

Price per piece

25,50 TRAINER WHEELS

#HRa1

LIGHTWEIGHT WHEELS
Inflatable control bar wheels.

Art.#

QUICK SAFE wheels Price per piece

HRa001/25

QUICK SAFE Räder for control bar ø 25,4 mm

15,00

HRa001/26

QUICK SAFE Räder for control bar ø 28,6 mm

15,00

The Finsterwalder LIGHTWEIGHT WHEELS are shock-absorbing for hard
surfaces, thus especially practical for pilots who occasionally land on
wheels.
Wheel spacers prevent a lateral drift of the wheels to the middle of the
control bar. Outwards, the wheels are held in place by the A-frame uprights.

HRa001/35

QUICK SAFE Räder f. adapter sleeve with VG cord channel

17,00

Dimensions: 200x 50 mm

€

Weight: 450 g
Hub hole diameter: 35 mm

ADAPTER SLEEVE for QUICK-SAFE

€

Price per piece

27,50 LIGHTWEIGHT WHEELS

#HRa01

Adapter sleeve with VG cord channel for hang gliding control bar wheels
The Finsterwalder ADAPTER SLEEVE with VG cord channel for QUICKSAFE wheels - Cord channel suitable on gliders with variable geometry.
For use with a glider with VG, the Finsterwalder ADAPTER SLEEVE for
QUICK-SAFE wheels with VG cord channel is used.

Art.#

ADAPTER SLEEVE for QUICK-SAFE

HRa5/33

For control bar ø 25,4 mm

18,00

HRa5/34

For control bar ø 28,5 mm

18,00

Price per piece

€

ADAPTER SLEEVES for LIGHTWEIGHT WHEELS
Adapter sleeve hang gliding inflatable wheels
The Finsterwalder ADAPTER SLEEVE for inflatable LIGHTWEIGHT
WHEELS with hub hole diameter of 35 mm.
Please note: For each wheel, one pair of adapter sleeves will be required
Price per pair.
Art.#

ADAPTER SLEEVES for LIGHTWEIGHT WHEELS

HRa5/25

For control bar ø 25,5 mm

3,00

HRa5/28

For control bar ø 28,5 mm

3,00

€

ADAPTER SLEEVE with VG cord channel
Adapter sleeve with VG cord channel for inflatable control bar wheels.
The Finsterwalder ADAPTER SLEEVE with VG cord channel for LIGHTWEIGHT WHEELS with hub hole diameter of 35 mm - cord channel suitable on gliders with variable geometry (VG).
The part of the VG hub with the inner wheel rim is attached to the control bar by a screw or pop rivet and the wheel runs over the hub. The
outer wheel rim can be removed if control bar and A-frame upright are
separated.
Price per piece

80

Art.#

ADAPTER SLEEVE with VG cord channel

HRa5/35

For control bar ø 25,5 mm

20,00

HRa5/36

For control bar ø 28,5 mm

20,00

€
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GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF BUSINESS
1. Scope
These terms and consitions shall apply to any and all contracts of the
Finsterwalder GmbH, irrespective of their subject-matter, if and when
the contract partner has received a copy of these terms and conditions
for reference. Furthermore, they shall apply without express reference
being made to them to any future business transactions once they
have become the basis of a contract.

2. Contract
Any contract shall be confirmed by us in written form to become effective. Without such confirmation, a contract shall be deemed concluded upon delivery of the goods or upon rendering of the agreed
service.

In other cases, the withdrawal from the contract is permissible, after
the deadline of the agreed or expected date of delivery, if delivery is
not made within the period of grace, despite being granted a reasonable period of grace.

7. Retention of ownership
Finsterwalder GmbH shall retain ownership of all goods until any and
all obligations arising from a contractual relationship are fulfilled. In
case of a resale of the goods, the purchaser is obliged to inform his
contractual partner about this. In case of possible enforcement measures over the retained goods, the purchaser has to inform Finsterwalder GmbH immediately and under transmittance of the bailiff's return.

8. Passage of risk

3. Prices, payment
The specified prices shall be ex works incl. VAT plus shipping costs, if
not stated otherwise. We offer free shipping for orders from our webshop with a minimum order value of 50,00 € (within Germany) or
250,00 € (within the EU). Please see shipping & payment for information on the shipping costs if the value of goods is lower. Our price lists
valid at the time of concluding a contract shall exclusively apply. Unless otherwise agreed, we shall deliver the goods against cash payment or prepayment. The purchase price is due and payable with delivery of goods and is to be paid within 14 days after receipt of the
goods. The same applies for partial performances, as far as both parties have explicitly agreed delivery in partial performances. In case of
default of payment, the statutory interest applies. Unauthorized cash
discounts shall be collected plus a processing fee of 10,00 €.

4. Minimum order value
For customers in Germany respectively in the EU: 15 €
For wholesalers in Germany respectively in the EU: 75 €
For export in non-EU countries: 130 €
We charge an extra € 5,- for requested express orders.

5. Delivery
Acceptances of delivery periods shall apply ex works. If and when
agreed delivery periods cannot be maintained due to acts of God, they
shall be suspended until the impediment due to a delivery is remedied. It is also an act of God if a supplier of Finsterwalder GmbH fails to
deliver or only makes partial deliveries of the goods. In case of deliveries having a fixed deadline, the customer shall at least be obliged to
bear the shipping costs out and home if we dispatch the goods in time
but when they are returned due to a delay in transportation.

6. Withdrawal
If and when the period for any subsequent delivery has expired, the
purchaser shall be entitled to withdraw from the contract. If he has received a partial delivery before and such partial delivery is of no use
for him, the purchaser shall be entitled to return the same and the purchase price claim shall cease to exist. Furthermore, the customer is entitled to withdraw from the contract in the event of force majeure and
related delay in delivery, according to section 5, if the delivery cannot
take place within a reasonable time.

Beim Kauf von Artikeln in
unserem Onlineshop gilt
das übliche Widerrufsrecht
(Rückgaberecht innerhalb
von 14 Tagen).

The risk of damage or loss will pass to the purchaser on transfer of the
goods to the forwarder, insofar as the customer is not a consumer.
This is irrespective of the fact who (purchaser or seller) has beared the
shipping costs. We shall take out particular transport insurances only
upon request of the recipient of the goods and for his own account.

9. Warranty
The implied warranty period of two years from delivery shall apply.
Batteries of any kind are excluded from the 2-year warranty obligation, as they are consumables / wear material. If the purchaser is a
businessman, he is obliged to inspect the goods for any defects immediately after receipt. Finsterwalder GmbH hereby represents and warrants that its goods are free of any defects. If and when the goods / performance are / is defective for reasons beyond the purchaser's or
customer's control, he shall be obliged to request a subsequent delivery of goods free of any defects or to request a subsequent improvement within a reasonable period of time first pursuant to the conditions mentioned under section 9 above before he can assert any
further warranty claims. The goods shall be passed on to Finsterwalder GmbH for verification of warranty claims. In case a warranty
claim is not justified, the customer shall be liable for all cost of transport. If no substitute delivery or no subsequent improvement is possible within a reasonable period of time, the purchaser shall be entitled
to withdraw from the contract. Claims for compensation of consequential damages or compensation for non-performance are exluded
- with the exception of intent or gross negligence. This applies in particular to cases of processing or further processing of Finsterwalder
GmbH related products. Apart from that, warranty claims are excluded, as far as the defectiveness is caused by improper handling by
the purchaser. When buying a hang glider or a paraglider, the customer shall be obliged to observe the operating instructions and to
have a control and instruction flight made either by the manufacturer
or by an instructor who is familiar with the glider.

10. Other provisions
If one or more of these provisions become ineffective, this shall not
affect the validity of the remaining provisions.

11. Place of performance
For both parties, the place of performance shall be Munich, Germany,
if the purchaser / customer is a businessman.

Finsterwalder GmbH, Managing Director Thomas Finsterwalder
Adress: Pagodenburgstr. 8, D-81247 München
Commercial register entry: HRB 5250 Amtsgericht München
USt.-ID number: DE 129 346 945

www.shop.finsterwalder-charly.de
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Finsterwalder GmbH • Charly Produkte
Pagodenburgstr. 8
D 81247 München
Phone +49 89 8116528
E-Mail office@finsterwalder-charly.de
Website www.finsterwalder-charly.de
Webshop shop.finsterwalder-charly.de
facebook.com/finsterwaldercharly
instagram.com/finsterwalder.charly
youtube.com/finsterwaldercharly

Business hours: Monday - Friday 8:00 bis 16:00 Uhr
Outside business hours you can reach us via our answering machine

Commerce register entry HRB 52509 Amtsgericht München
Managing director: Dipl. Ing. Thomas Finsterwalder
Sales tax-ID-number (E.E.C. ID. Nr.) = DE 129 346 945
Air sports articles production and distribution
Banking details:
HypoVereinsbank München 604 384 (BLZ 700 202 70),
IBAN: DE63 7002 0270 0000 6043 84 , SWIFT-BIC: HYVEDEMMXXX
Postgirokonto München 31070-807 (BLZ 700 100 80) IBAN: DE29
7001 0080 0031 0708 07 , SWIFT-BIC: PBNKDEFF

